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A SENSITIVITY AND ADJOINT CALCULUS FOR DISCONTINUOUS SOLUTIONS
OF HYPERBOLIC CONSERVATION LAWS WITH SOURCE TERMS

STEFAN ULBRICH �

Abstract. We present a sensitivity and adjoint calculus for the control of entropy solutions of scalar conservation
laws with controlled initial data and source term. The sensitivity analysis is based on shift-variations which are the
sum of a standard variation and suitable corrections by weighted indicator functions approximating the movement
of the shock locations. Based on a first order approximation by shift-variations in L� we introduce the concept of
shift-differentiability which is applicable to operators having functions with moving discontinuities as images and
implies differentiability for a large class of tracking-type functionals. In the main part of the paper we show that
entropy solutions are generically shift-differentiable at almost all times t � � with respect to the control. Hereby
we admit shift-variations for the initial data which allows to use the shift-differentiability result repeatedly over time
slabs. This is useful for the design of optimization methods with time domain decomposition. Our analysis, especially
of the shock sensitivity, combines structural results by using generalized characteristics and an adjoint argument.
Our adjoint based shock sensitivity analysis does not require to restrict the richness of the shock structure a priori
and admits shock generation points. The analysis is based on stability results for the adjoint transport equation with
discontinuous coefficients satisfying a one-sided Lipschitz condition. As a further main result we derive and justify an
adjoint representation for the derivative of a large class of tracking-type functionals.
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1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with the development of a sensitivity and adjoint
calculus for the optimal control of entropy solutions of scalar conservation laws with source
terms: Consider the Cauchy problem for an inhomogeneous conservation law

�ty � �xf�y� � g�t� x� y� u��� �t� x� � �T
def
� ��� T ��IR

y��� x� � u��x�� x � IR�
(1.1)

where the flux f 	 IR �� IR is twice continuously differentiable, u � �u�� u�� � L��IR� �
L���T �

m def
� U is the control and g 	 �T � IR� IRm � IR satisfies a growth condition

(A1) g � L���T 
C
���
loc �IR� IRm�� and for all Mu � � there are C�� C� � � with

g�t� x� y� u�� sgn�y� � C� � C� jyj� � �t� x� y� u�� � �T � IR� ��Mu�Mu�
m�

Then one can show (e.g. [17, 24]) that (1.1) admits for all u � U a unique entropy solution
y � y�u� � L���T � � C���� T �
L�

loc�IR��. It is well known that in general weak solutions
of (1.1) develop discontinuities after finite time and that uniqueness holds only in the class
of entropy solutions. We recall that for given u � U a function y � y�u� � L���T � is an
entropy solution to (1.1) in the sense of Kružkov [17] if it satisfies the entropy inequality

�t��y� � �xq�y� � ���y�g�t� x� y� u�� in D���T �

for all convex functions (entropies) � 	 IR �� IR with corresponding entropy fluxes q�y� �R y
� ���s� f ��s� ds and the initial condition in the sense

ess lim
t���

ky�t� ��� u�k��K d� � � �K 		 IR�

The aim of this paper is to develop and justify – without a priori assumptions on the shock
structure – a sensitivity calculus for the control-to-state mapping u 
�� y�u� that yields in
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particular the differentiability and a formula for the derivative of objective functionals

J�y�u�� �

Z b

a

��y��t� �
u�� yd� dx(1.2)

with data yd � BV ��a� b��, � � C���
loc �IR

�� and �t ���� T �. Moreover, we will derive an adjoint
formula for the gradient of (1.2). The adjoint equation is a transport equation with source term
and its coefficient is discontinuous along shock curves which requires a careful definition of
the adjoint state as a reversible solution to ensure uniqueness and stability. These results are
useful for the design of gradient based methods for the solution of control problems of the type

(P) min �J�y�u�� u�
def
� J�y�u�� � R�u� subject to u � Uad� y�u� solves (1.1)�

In [24] we have derived results on the existence of optimal solutions for (P) and the convergence
of discretized approximations for the multidimensional case. For example, (P) has an optimal
solution if Uad is bounded in L��IR� � L���T �

m and compact in L�
loc�IR� � L�

loc��T �
m

and if �J 	 C���� T �
Lrloc�IR��� �Uad 	 Lrloc�IR�� Lrloc��T �
m� �� IR is sequentially lower

semicontinuous for some r � ����. Moreover, for the present one dimensional case existence
results without compactness assumption on Uad were obtained in [24] using compensated
compactness.

The state equation (1.1) is a useful model for the study of control problems involving
flows with shocks. In particular, it is shown in [10] that the steady flow of an inviscid fluid
in a duct governed by the Euler equations can be reduced to determining the velocity y as a
steady state solution of (1.1) for f�y� � y � ���H	y, g�x� y� u�� � u����y � �H	y�, where
H is the total enthalpy, �� � �� � �	�� � � with the gas constant � �  and the design
variable u� � �xA	A, A�x� being the cross-sectional area of the duct. Moreover, it is noted
in [10] that the corresponding time-dependent problem (1.1) captures some essential features of
the time-dependent Euler equations and is therefore a suitable model problem for the study of
unsteady duct flows with shocks. Since the flow over a transonic airfoil is qualitatively similar
to one-dimensional duct flows, the study of the differentiability properties of (1.1)–(1.2) is thus
useful to gain insight into the optimal design of airfoils under unsteady flow conditions. In
particular, the sensitivity of flows with shocks with respect to time-dependent changes of the
geometry is of practical importance for the control of systems with fluid-structure coupling,
e.g. the fluttering problem of airfoils.

In this work we give a rigorous sensitivity analysis and adjoint calculus for solutions of
(1.1) with shocks and thereby provide an analytical framework for the study and numerical
solution of optimal control problems governed by hyperbolic balance laws (1.1). The main
features of our approach are:
� we derive a sensitivity calculus based on shift-variations that implies the Fréchet differen-

tiability for objective functionals (1.2),
� we give and rigorously justify a gradient representation for objective functionals (1.2) by

using an appropriately defined adjoint state,
� the shock structure has not to be restricted a priori and shock generation points are allowed,
� we admit non-entropy-admissible initial data and allow shift-variations of the initial data

that move shock locations.
The crucial part is the analysis of the shock sensitivities. In our approach we derive the
differentiability of a shock position xs at time �t by analyzing the smoothness properties of
the functional u 
��

R xs��
xs��

y��t� x
u� dx with the help of an adjoint calculus for 
 � �. The
adjoint argument is mainly based on the stability of the adjoint equation with respect to its
coefficients. Then the properties of u 
�� xs�u� follow from basic stability properties of the
shock that we derive a priori by using the theory of generalized characteristics. An advantage
of this method lies in the fact that the shock structure of the solution has not to be restricted
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a priori. In particular, shock generation points are allowed. This approach can, at least in a
formal manner, also be applied to hyperbolic systems and gives the correct shock sensitivity if
the necessary stability properties of the shock and the adjoint equation actually hold.

It can be shown (see e.g. [24] for the problem at hand) that the mapping u � U 
�� y�u� �
C���� T �
L�

loc�IR�� is locally Lipschitz, but very simple examples show that this mapping is in
general not directionally differentiable if y�u� contains shocks, even if L� is replaced by C�

in the definition of U . This is caused by the fact that a variation of u results in a shift of the
shocks, which can not be approximated appropriately in the linear structure of L�

loc. Consider
for example the following family of Riemann problems for the inviscid Burgers equation

�ty� � �x
y��
�

� �� y���� x� � u��x� � 
�u��x�
def
�

�
 � 
 if x � �

� if x � �

The solution has a shock �� emanating from ��� �� with shock speed

����t� �
��y��t� ���t���

�	��

�y��t� ���t���
�




�
�

according to the jump condition, where �h�t� x�� � h�t� x�� � h�t� x�� denotes the jump of
h�t� �� across x. Thus, we have ���t� � �

� t and the corresponding entropy solution

y� �

�
 � 
 if x � t
	�

� if x � t
	�

Of course, the Lipschitz continuous map 
 
�� y��t� �� � L�
loc�IR� is not differentiable,

since the difference quotient does only converge in a weaker topology, e.g. weakly in the
space Mloc�IR� of locally bounded Borel measures. In fact, 
 
�� y��t� �� � Mloc�IR� is
differentiable in the weak topology and we have for example at 
 � �

d

d

y��t� ��j��� 
 � �fx����t�g 
� �y��t� ���t�������t�

t

�

(1.3)

where �I denotes the indicator function of a set I , i.e. �I�x� �  if x � I , �I�x� � � else,
and �x denotes the Dirac measure located at x. Hereby, t

� 
 is a linear (in this case exact)
approximation of the actual shock shift ���t� � ���t�. Note however, that a differentiability
result in the weak topology of Mloc�IR� is not strong enough to derive the differentiability
of the functional (1.2) without additional structural information. To get a first order approxi-
mation in L�

loc, we have to leave the linear structure of L�
loc in order to allow for an accurate

approximation of the shock movement. A natural way to achieve this is to replace the singu-
lar (second) part of the measure (1.3) by the function sgn� t�
��y��t� ���t����I����t�����t�� t

� ��
,

where I�a� b�
def
� �minfa� bg�maxfa� bg� and sgn��� is the sign function. We thereby obtain a

first order approximation of y��t�� y��t� in L�
loc by the shift variation

S
���t�
y��t�

��fx����t�g
�
t

�

�

def
� �fx����t�g 
� sgn�

t

�

��y��t� ���t����I����t�����t�� t

� ��
�

In this paper we will develop a sensitivity calculus based on shift-variations for the mapping
u 
�� y��t� �
u�, �t � ��� T �, defined in (1.1) in the case f ��  mf �� � �. Let piecewise C�

initial data u� � PC��IR
x�� � � � 
xN � and u� � L���� T 
C��IR�m� be given. Using the
theory of generalized characteristics [8] we will show that for a given interval I and time �t � �
the following situation is generic: y��t� �
u� has on I finitely many shocks at �x� � � � � � �xK ,
the shock locations depend differentiable on u and the states connected by the shocks vary
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differentiable in the strong topology of L�. From this we will deduce that the variation
y��t� �
u � �u�� y��t� �
u� allows a first order approximation by a shift variation of the form

S
��xk�
y��t��	u���y� �s�

def
� �y �

X
k

�y��t� �xk
u�� sgn��sk��I��xk��xk��sk�(1.4)

where ��y� �s� depends linearly on �u, �xk are the shock locations, �y��t� �xk
u�� � y��t� �xk�
u��
y��t� �xk�
u� denotes the jump across the shock, I��xk� �xk � �sk� is the interval enclosed by the
arguments, �I��xk��xk��sk� is its indicator function, and �sk is a linear approximation of the shock
shift. To mimic the behavior of y��
u� at later times, it is natural to go one step further and
to admit shift-variations already for the initial data. Roughly speaking, we will in particular
show that for �u�� u�� as above,W

def
� PC��IR
x�� � � � � xN ��L���� T 
C��IR�m�� IRN and

almost all �t the mapping

�w�� w�� � � W 
�� y��t� �
u� � S�xi�
u� �w�� �� u� � w�� � L��I�(1.5)

is shift differentiable with respect to �w�� w�� � at � in the sense that its variation admits a
first order approximation by a shift variation of the form (1.4), where ��y� �s� depends linearly
on �w�� �w�, and s � �. Hereby, �y can be obtained as the trace �Y ��t� of a function �Y
that is the piecewise solution of the linearization of (1.1) outside of the shock set and �sk can
be obtained by an adjoint formula. We admit shift variations of the initial data since this
allows to use the shift-differentiability result repeatedly over time slabs. This is helpful for
the design of optimization algorithms with time domain decomposition for the solution of (P).
By introducing a general concept of shift-differentiability we will be able to derive results
on the Fréchet differentiability of tracking-type functionals of the form (1.2) as long as the
discontinuities of yd and y��t� �
u� do not coincide. If yd and y��t� �
u� share discontinuities we
will still obtain directional differentiability. For objective functionals of the form (1.2) we will
derive a gradient representation via an adjoint state. The proper definition of the adjoint state
requires an extension of the concept of reversible solutions of backward transport equations
with discontinuous coefficients introduced in [1] to the case

�tp� f ��y��xp � �gy�t� x� y� u�� p� �t� x� � ��t
def
� ��� �t��IR

p��t� x� � p
�t�x�� x � IR

(1.6)

with linear source term, where p�t are suitable end data.
The results of this paper can be straightforward extended to identification problems for the

flux f , where f is the control. Identification problems of this type are considered by James
and Sepúlveda [16]. The differentiability of the objective function for the hyperbolic case was
left open. The techniques of the present paper can be used to obtain a sensitivity and adjoint
calculus for flux identification as well.

In recent years several results on sensitivities and adjoints for hyperbolic conservation
laws were obtained by other authors [1–6, 11, 12] but most results assume a priori knowledge
of the shock structure (usually one shock separating smooth states) or are restricted to the
conservative case g � �. The conservative case admits special techniques, since the character-
istics are straight lines and the solution can be represented by the integral formula of Lax [18].
Bouchut and James apply in [2] their existence and stability results of [1] for measure-valued
duality solutions of linear conservation laws with discontinuous coefficients to derive for the
case g � �� f �� � � that u� � L� 
�� y��
u� � C���� T �
Mloc�IR�–w�� is directionally
differentiable at an entropy-admissible u� where the space Mloc�IR� of local Borel measures
is equipped with the usual weak topology. Note that this topology is too weak to derive directly
differentiability results for (1.2) without using additional structural information. Godlewski
and Raviart study in [11] (see also [12]) the linearized stability of multidimensional hyperbolic
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systems of conservation laws for perturbations of the initial data of a base solution with a one
dimensional shock. They define measure solutions for the linearized equations with singular
part along the shock and construct numerical schemes for the solution of the linearized problem.
For the conservative scalar problem with Riemann initial data it is shown that the linearization
coincides with the first order expansion in C���� T �
Mloc�IR�–w�� of [2]. In this paper we
give further justification of this linearization process for more general situations. Bouchut and
James develop in [1] existence and stability results for transport equations with discontinuous
coefficients satisfying a one sided Lipschitz condition that will be extended in the present
work for the analysis of the adjoint equation (1.6). Previous results on the adjoint equation
were obtained in the context of uniqueness results in [7, 15, 19, 20], and of error estimates for
approximate solutions in [23]. In [19] adjoint equations for a class of systems of conservation
laws are considered. An extension of our approach to systems seems to be possible by building
on this work. In [3] a new differential structure on the space BV obtained by horizontal shifts
of the points of the graph is introduced and it is shown that in the case g � �� f �� � � the flow
u� � L� 
�� y�t� �
u� generated by (1.1) is generically differentiable w.r.t. this structure.
The analysis uses the integral formula of Lax. Bressan and Marson [4] use generalized tan-
gent vectors to develop a variational calculus for piecewise Lipschitz solutions of systems of
conservation laws. Using our notation (1.4), they show that for piecewise Lipschitz initial data
u��, 
  �, such that u�� � u� � S

�xi�
u� �
�u�� 
s� � o�
� in L�

loc, the corresponding solutions

y� satisfy y���t� �� � y��t� �� � S
��xk�
y��t����
�y� 
�s� � o�
� in L�

loc if �t is so small that y� remains
piecewise Lipschitz on ��� �t�. While this result applies to systems it considers only directional
variations and requires the structural assumption of piecewise Lipschitz solutions which is not
needed in the present paper. Especially the analysis of the shock sensitivity differs significantly
from our approach, since in [4] the linearized Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition together with
the linearized state equation is used to derive an ODE for the shock sensitivity, while we use an
adjoint formula which reduces the necessary structural information on the history of the shock
as far as possible. Moreover, we develop an adjoint calculus that gives a gradient representa-
tion for objective functionals (1.2). Cliff, Heinkenschloss, and Shenoy study in [5, 6] design
problems for one-dimensional steady duct flow. By introducing the single shock location as
additional state variable and transforming the space variable such that the shock location is
fixed Fréchet differentiability is shown. Optimality conditions are derived and an adjoint-based
gradient representation of the objective function is given. Finally, numerical results for the
application of an SQP method to the discretized problem are reported.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce the concept of shift-differ-
entiability for operators having discontinuous functions with moving discontinuities as images
which is based on a first order approximation by shift-variations (1.4). Moreover, we will show
that the superposition (1.2) of a shift-differentiable operator u 
�� y��t� �
u� and a tracking-type
functional is Fréchet differentiable if yd� y��t� �
u� do not share discontinuities and is direction-
ally differentiable else. The shift-differentiability of the control-state-mapping u 
�� y��t� �
u�
for entropy solutions of (1.1) is analyzed in sections 3–10. Section 3 provides the necessary
stability results and collects structural results of [8] provided by the theory of generalized
characteristics. In section 4 continuity points are analyzed that are neither shock generation
points nor located on the boundary of rarefaction waves. In section 5 the stability of shocks
and the differentiability of the shock location at a time �t � � is shown under a nondegeneracy
assumption. The proof of the latter is carried out in section 7, since it requires stability results
for the adjoint equation which are provided in section 6. In section 8 continuity points are
analyzed that are located on characteristics emanating from points where discontinuities are
produced under shift-variations. Section 9 studies points on the boundary of rarefaction waves.
Section 10 combines this to prove as a main result the shift-differentiability of entropy solutions
at time �t � � w.r.t the controls if the nondegeneracy assumption holds for all shocks at time �t.
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Moreover, a differentiability result for objective functionals (1.2) is obtained by using section
2. In section 11 an adjoint formula for the derivative of these objective functionals is derived.
Moreover, it is shown that the required nondegeneracyassumption holds for all shocks at almost
all times �t � �.

Notations. For Lebesgue-measurable S 	 IRn the norm of the Lebesgue-spaces Lr�S�,
 � r � �, is denoted by k � kr�S . In the case S � IRn we write k � kr. By ��� ����S we
denote the inner product on L��S�. For an interval I 	 IR the space of functions v � L��I�
with bounded variation jvjvar is denoted by BV �I�. For open S 	 IRn we mean by Ck�S�,
k � IN�, the space of functions with continuous, bounded derivatives on S up to order k
equipped with the usual norm kvkCk�S� �

P
j�j�k kD

�vk��S . Ck�Scl� is the subspace of

functions inCk�S� that admit a continuous extension of the first k derivatives to Scl. Moreover,
we write C�S� instead of C��S�. Ck���Scl�, � � � � , is the usual Hölder space. For closed
I � �a� b�, a � b, we denote by PCk�I
x�� � � � � xN � the space of piecewise Ck-functions
v with possible discontinuities at a � x� � � � � � xN � b, more precisely vjIi � Ck�Icli �,
i � �� � � � � N , with Ii ��xi� xi���, i � � � � � � N�, I� � I�fx � x�g, IN � I�fx � xNg.
It is endowed with the norm kvkPCk�I	x����� �xn�

�
PN

i�� kvkCk�Icli �. The indicator function
of a set I is denoted by �I , i.e. �I�x� �  if x � I and �I�x� � � else.

2. Shift-differentiability. In this section we introduce a concept of shift-differentiability
that yields an extension of classical differentiability to operators u 
�� y�u� � L�

loc�IR� having
functions with moving discontinuities as images. It is based on shift-variations that are the sum
of a standard variation and suitably scaled indicator functions approximating the actual shift
of discontinuities. The interesting point is that the shift-differentiability of an operator implies
under quite general circumstances the Fréchet differentiability of tracking-type functionals
analogously to (1.2). As motivated in the introduction we define shift-variations as follows.

Definition ���� Let I � �a� b�, a � b and let w � BV �I�. Given a � x� � x� �
� � � � xN � b, we call ��w� s� � L��I�� IRN a generalized variation ofw and associate with

it the shift-variation S�xi�w ��w� s� � L��IR� of w by

S�xi�
w ��w� s��x�

def
� �w�x� �

NX
i��

�w�xi��� sgn�si��I�xi�xi�si��x�

where �w�xi���
def
� max f�� w�xi��� w�xi��g and I��� ��

def
� �minf�� �g�maxf�� �g� for

�� � � IR.
The restriction that only down-jumps are shifted is motivated by the fact that entropy

solutions of (1.1) satisfy Oleinik’s entropy condition y�t� x��  y�t� x�� for all x � IR and
a.a. t ���� T �, see section 3.1 below.

We call an operator shift-differentiable, if its actual variation admits a first order approxi-
mation in L�

loc by a shift-variation, more precisely
Definition ���� Let U be a real Banach space and I � �a� b�, a � b. For an open

subset D 	 U let u � D 
�� y�u� � L��IR� be locally bounded. Moreover, let �u � D with
y��u� � BV �I�. We say that y is shift-differentiable at �u if there are a � �x� � �x� � � � � �
�xK � b and a bounded linear operator Ts��u� � Dsy��u� � L�U�L

r�I� � IRK�, r �����,
such that

lim
u��u

ky�u�� y��u�� S
��xk�
y��u��Ts��u� � �u� �u��k

��I

ku� �ukU
� ��

We say that y is continuously shift-differentiable at �u if y is shift-differentiable in a neighborhood
of �u and if the corresponding Ts�u�, �xk�u�, k � � � � � �K , as well as y�u���xk�u��� are
continuous at �u.
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The property of shift-differentiability is strong enough that it implies the Fréchet differen-
tiability of functionals of the form

J�y�u��
def
�

Z b

a

��y�u��x�� yd�x�� dx(2.1)

under quite moderate assumptions on � and yd.
Lemma ���� Let u 
�� y�u� be shift-differentiable in �u according to Definition 2.2.

Moreover, let yd � L��I� be approximately continuous at �x�� � � � � �xK . Then for any function
� � C���

loc �IR
�� the functional u � U 
�� J�y�u�� given by (2.1) is Fréchet differentiable at �u

and with ��y� �s�
def
� Ts��u� � �u, �y

def
� y��u� holds

duJ��y� � �u � ��y��y� yd�� �y���I

�

KX
k��

Z �

�

�y��y��xk�� � � ��y��xk��� yd��xk��d� ��y��xk����sk�
(2.2)

If y is continuously shift-differentiable at �u and yd is continuous in a neighborhood of
�x�� � � � � �xK then u 
�� J�y�u�� is continuously Fréchet differentiable at �u.
If at least one �xk is an approximate discontinuity of yd then J�y�u�� is still directionally
differentiable and with ��y� �s� � Ts��u� � �u the directional derivative �u�J�y��u��
 �u� is given
by (2.2) if yd��xk� is replaced by yd��xk � � � sgn��sk��.

Proof. Obviously, it is sufficient to consider the case K � . We set �x � �x�. Let B 	 U
be a bounded neighborhood of � such that �u � B 	 D. Then ky��u� �u�k� � My for all
�u � B. In the sequel we will frequently use the abbreviation u � �u � �u for �u � B.
Moreover, we will write y� �y instead of y�u�� y��u� and set ��y� �s� � Ts��u� � �u.

Since y�u� is shift-differentiable in �u, we have for all �u � B

ky � �yk� � o�k�ukU � � kS�x
�y ��y� �s�k� � o�k�ukU � � k�yk� � �Myj�sj � C�k�ukU �(2.3)

Let L be a Lipschitz constant of �y w.r.t. y on ��My�My�� ��kydk�� kydk��. Set

��y��u�
def
�

Z �

�

�y�� �y � �� ��y� yd� d�

Then k��y��u�k� � C�, C� � �, for all �u � B and

jJ�y�� J��y�� ���y��u�� S
�x
�y ��y� �s����I j � k��y��u�k�ky � �y � S�x

�y ��y� �s�k� � o�k�ukU ��

To compare the last term on the left hand side with (2.2) we note that

���y��u�� S
�x
�y ��y� �s����I � ���y��u�� �y���I � ��y��x��� sgn��s�� ��y��u���I��x��x��s����I �(2.4)

For the first term we have with 	r � 	r� �  the estimate

k��y��u��y � �y��y� yd��yk� � k��y��u�� �y��y� yd�kr�k�ykr
� Lky � �ykr�kTs��u�kk�ukU � o�k�ukU ��

(2.5)

since the first factor tends to zero by interpolation using (2.3) and the L�-bound.
If ��y��x��� � � then the second term in (2.4) vanishes and since S �x

�y ��y� �s� � �y in this
case, the proof is complete. Otherwise, we have ��y��x��� � ��y��x��. To approximate the second
term in (2.4) we observe that with ��y

def
� max fmin f�y� �Myg ���Myg obviously also holds

ky � �y � S�x
�y ���y� �s�k� � o�k�ukU ��
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Since the function on the left hand side has a uniform L�-bound, we obtain with the local
Lipschitz continuity of �y������y��u��

Z �

�

�y��y � �S�x
�y ���y� �s�� yd� d�

����
�

� o�k�ukU ��(2.6)

Finally, we have

I�
def
�

�����R �� �y��y � �S�x
�y ���y� �s�� yd�d���I��x��x��s�

�
�
� j�sj

Z �

�

�y��y��x�� � � ��y��x��� yd��x��d�

����
�

����
Z �x��s

�x

Z �

�

��y��y � � ��y��x�� sgn��s� � ���y� yd�� �y��y��x��� � ��y��x��� yd��x��� d�dx

���� �
Since the arguments of �y are bounded, we get with a Lipschitz constant L

I� � L

�
k��yk��I��x��x��s� � j�sj

�����s
Z �x��s

�x

�j�y � �y��x� � sgn��s��j� jyd � yd��x�j� dx

����
�

� Lk�ykrj�sj
�	r� � o�j�sj� � o�k�ukU ��

(2.7)

Hereby we have used that yd is approximately continuous in �x and y��u� � BV �I�. Now the
Fréchet differentiability of J�y�u�� and (2.2) follow by combining (2.4)–(2.7).

Now assume that yd is continuous in a neighborhood of �x�� � � � � �xK and that y is continu-
ously shift-differentiable in �u. Then J is Fréchet differentiable in a neighborhood D� of �u by
the previous arguments. By assumption u � D� 
�� �xk�u� and u � D� 
�� y�u���xk�u���
are continuous at �u. Hence, the operator in the second term of (2.2) with y� �xk�u� instead of
�y� �xk acting on �s is obviously continuous at �u. Moreover, we have for all �y � Lr�I� and
u � D� with a local Lipschitz constant L of �y

��y�y�u�� yd�� �y�y��u�� yd�� �y���I � Lky�u�� y��u�kr��Ik�ykr�I �

The first factor tends to zero by interpolating (2.3) and theL�-bound. Combining the continuity
in ��y� �s� � Lr�I�� IRK with the continuity of u 
�� Ts�u� � L�U�L

r�I�� IRK� at �u now
yields the continuity of duJ�y�u�� at �u.

Finally, if yd has an approximate discontinuity in �x and yd��x� is replaced by yd��x �
� � sgn��s�� then the directional differentiability can be shown exactly as above by fixing �u
and taking 
�u instead of �u. In fact, the only crucial point is the estimate for the resulting
expression I�. As in (2.7) we obtain I� � o�
�.

In the following sections we will analyze the control-to-state mapping u 
�� y�t� �
u�
implicitly defined by (1.1). As a main result we will show that (1.5) is in general shift-
differentiable. Then we obtain immediately the differentiability properties of objective func-
tionals (1.2) by using Lemma 2.3.

3. Stability and structure of entropy solutions. As outlined in the introduction our aim
is to derive a shift-differentiability result for entropy solutions y � y��
u� of

�ty � �xf�y� � g�t� x� y� u��� �t� x� � �T
def
� ��� T ��IR

y��� x� � u��x�� x � IR�
(3.1)

with respect to the control u � �u�� u��, if the initial data u� are variated by a shift-variation
and u� by a conventional additive variation. More precisely, let u� � PC��IR
x�� � � � � xN �,
x� � x� � � � � � xN , and u� � L���� T 
C��IR�m� be given and fix some �t ���� T �. For

W
def
� PC��IR
x�� � � � � xN �� L���� T 
C��IR�m�� IRN

D 
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consider the mapping

�w�� w�� � �W 
�� y��t� �
u� � S�xi�
u�

�w�� �� u� � w�� � L���a� b��

for some a � b. We will show that this mapping is continuously shift-differentiable in a
sufficiently small neighborhood of � if at time �t a nondegeneracy condition is satisfied at the
shock locations. We will moreover show in Theorem 11.2 that this nondegeneracy condition
holds for almost all �t if u� � PC��IR
x�� � � � � xN � and u� � L���� T 
C�

loc�IR�
m�.

Our analysis is based on the theory of generalized characteristics introduced in [8] to
obtain structural information on the solution combined with a duality argument using the
adjoint equation to (3.1). This approach has the advantage that we have not to restrict a
priori the class of considered entropy solutions. Thus, the results apply to solutions with very
complicated structure.

In order to ensure the existence of essentially bounded entropy solutions and to allow the
application of the theory of generalized characteristics we make the following
Assumptions�

(A2) (A1) holds, f is twice continuously differentiable, g � L���� T 
C�
loc�IR� IR� IRm��

and g is Lipschitz continuous w.r.t. x.
(A3) f ��  mf �� � � for some mf �� � �.

In the next subsection we summarize existence and stability results for entropy solutions of
(3.1). In 3.2 we collect from [8] the necessary results on the structure of solutions provided by
the theory generalized characteristics. These ingredients will be used in sections 4–9 to prepare
the proof of the shift-differentiability result in section 10.

3.1. Basic properties of entropy solutions. We recall the following existence,uniqueness
and stability properties of the state equation (1.1), see e.g. [24] and [20].

Theorem ���� Let (A1) hold. Then for all u � �u�� u�� � L��IR�� L���T �
mdef
� U

there exists a unique entropy solution y � y�u� � L���T �. After modification on a set of
measure zero holds y � C���� T �
L����R�R��� for all R � �. Let Mu � � and Uad �
fu � U 	 ku�k� �Mu� ku�k� �Mug. Then there are My � � and Ly � � such that for
all u� �u � Uad the corresponding solutions y� �y satisfy

i) ky�t� ��k� �My

ii) ky�t� ��� �y�t� ��k��
a�b� � Ly�ku� � �u�k��It � ku� � �u�k��
��t��It�

for all t � ��� T �, a � b, where It � �a� tMf � � b� tMf � � with Mf � � maxjyj�My
jf ��y�j.

Let moreover (A2), (A3) hold and set �Uad � fu � Uad 	 ku�kL����T 	C�� �Mug. Then

there exists a constant Mcr � � such that for all u � �Uad and all t ���� T � with E � Mcrmf ��

Oleinik’s entropy condition

�xy�t� �� �


�� e�Et�	Mcr � e�Et	M
(3.2)

holds in the sense of distributions, whenever M � �Mcr��� is such that �xu� � M in the
sense of distributions. In particular, y�t� �� � BVloc�IR� for all t ���� T �.

Proof. For the first part see e.g. [24]. The Oleinik entropy condition in this form can be
deduced by a straightforward extension of the proof in [22] to the inhomogeneous case, see
also [20].

Since for all u � Uad the corresponding solutions y � y�u� of (1.1) satisfy kyk� � My ,
we may modify g for jyj � My in such a way that g satisfies instead of the weaker growth
condition in (A1) a global Lipschitz condition w.r.t. y. To study y�u� for u � Uad we may
therefore assume that instead of (A2) holds
Assumption�

(A2�) (A2) is satisfied and g is globally Lipschitz w.r.t y.

D 
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By this modification of g we can achieve that also the backward solutions of the characteristic
equations associated with (1.1) remain bounded for all end data and not only for end data
obtained from bounded forward solutions. Since we will always deal with bounded entropy
solutions, we will without restriction assume that (A2�) holds.

3.2. Generalized characteristics and the structure of solutions. We assume throughout
this section that (A2), (A3) hold and consider controls u � �Uad with �Uad from Theorem 3.1.
Hence, we may assume without restriction that also (A2�) is satisfied.

Let u � �u�� u�� � �Uad be given. Then (1.1) has by Theorem 3.1 a unique entropy
solution y � y�u� � L���T � � C���� T �
L�

loc�IR�� with y�t� �� � BVloc�IR�, t ���� T � and
kyk� �My. Hence, y admits left and right limits w.r.t. x for all t ���� T �. Moreover, by (3.2)
each discontinuity is admissible, i.e.

y�t� x��  y�t� x�� for all t ���� T � and all x � IR.

These properties allow the application of the theory of generalized characteristics [8]. For no-
tational convenience we consider the representative for y with y�t� x� � y�t� x��. A Lipschitz
continuous curve x � ��t� defined on t � �a� b� 	 ��� T � is a (generalized) characteristic if the
differential inclusion holds

���t� � �f ��y�t� ��t����� f ��y�t� ��t����� a.e. on �a� b�.

The local existence of a characteristic through any ��t� �x� � �T follows from [9], see also [8].
Assumption (A1) ensures that kyk� � My. Thus, characteristics can not escape and exist on
the whole interval ��� T �. Hence, we can always set �a� b� � ��� T �. Since y is a weak solution
of (3.1), it can be deduced [8] that actually holds

���t� �

	
�

�

f ��y�t� ��t��� if y�t� ��t��� � y�t� ��t���

�f�y�t� ��t����

�y�t� ��t���
if y�t� ��t��� �� y�t� ��t���

a.e. on [0,T].

A characteristic is called genuine on �a� b�, if y�t� ��t��� � y�t� ��t��� for a.a. t � �a� b�.
The study of generalized characteristics in [8] together with the a priori bound kyk� �My

yields the following structure of y:
For each fixed ��t� �x� � �T the one-sided limits y��t� �x�� exist and satisfy the entropy

condition y��t� �x��  y��t� �x��. Moreover, the minimal and maximal backward characteristics
�	�t� through ��t� �x� are genuine, i.e. y�t� �	�t��� � y�t� �	�t���, t ���� �t�. Moreover, for
any genuine characteristic ��t� on ��� �t� holds (with our convention for the choice of y)

��t� � ��t�� t � ��� �t�� y�t� ��t�� � v�t�� t ���� �t�� u�������� � v��� � u��������(3.3)

y��t� ���t���  v��t�  y��t� ���t���

where ��� v� solves the classical characteristic equations

���t� � f ��v�t��

�v�t� � g�t� ��t�� v�t�� u��t� ��t����
(3.4)

In particular, two different genuine characteristics may intersect only at their end points. Finally,
if � is the minimal characteristic �� or the maximal characteristic �� through ��t� �x� then (3.3)
holds with the solution ��� v� of (3.4) for the initial values

����t�� v��t�� �


��x� y��t� �x��� if � � ��
��x� y��t� �x��� if � � ��

(3.5)
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We remark that for any minimal or maximal backward characteristic �	�t� the point z � �	���
is a continuity point of u� or a non entropy-admissible discontinuity, i.e. u��z�� � u��z��.

Denote for u� � L���� T 
C��IR�m� and z� w � IR by ����
 z� w� u��� v��
 z� w� u��� the
solution of (3.4) with

���
 z� w� u�� � z� v��
 z� w� u�� � w�(3.6)

Let ��t� �x� � �T be a point of continuity of y w.r.t. x. Then y is by [8] continuous at ��t� �x� and
the backward characteristic � through ��t� �x� is unique and genuine. Moreover, �z � ���� is a
continuity point of u� or u���z�� � u���z��. In the first case we have

�x � ���t
 �z� u���z�� u��(3.7)

y��t� �x� � v��t
 �z� u���z�� u���(3.8)

In the second case ��t� �x� lies on a rarefaction wave, i.e.

�x � ���t
 �z� �w� u��(3.9)

y��t� �x� � v��t
 �z� �w� u��(3.10)

with some �w � �u���z��� u���z���.
To study the smoothness of �t� x� �u� 
�� y�t� x
 �u� in a suitable neighborhood of ��t� �x� u�

we will show that (3.7) can locally be solved for �z (or (3.9) for �w) as long as ��t� �x� is not a
shock generation point yielding with (3.8) (or (3.10)) an expression for y.

We begin by stating smoothness properties of the functions on the right hand side in (3.9)
and (3.10). The following result on ordinary differential equations will be useful.

Proposition ���� Let h�t�X�U� � L���� T 
C�
loc�IR

n � IRm�n� and Lipschitz w.r.t.
X . Set �H

def
� f�Z�U� � IRn � L���� T 
C��IRn�m� 	 kUkL����T 	C��IRn�� � Mg for

some M � �. Then for all �Z�U� � �H there exists a unique solution X � X��
Z�U� �
C������� T ��n of

�X�t� � h�t�X�t�� U�t�X�t���� X��� � Z

and the mapping �Z�U� � � �H� k � kIRn�L����T 	Ci�IRn�m�� 
�� X��
Z�U� � C���� T ��n is
Lipschitz continuous for i � � and continuously Fréchet differentiable for i � . �t� Z� 
��
X�t
Z�U� is Lipschitz on ��� T � � IRn for U � �H . Finally, for any compact set S 	 IRn the
mapping U � L���� T 
C��IRn�m� 
�� X��
 �� U� � C���� T �� S�n is continuously Fréchet
differentiable.

The proof is standard and can e.g. be obtained by a refinement of the analysis in the
Appendix of [21] using the fact that the Nemyckii operator

�Z�U� � L����� T ��� �L���� T 
C��IR��� k � kL����T 	C��IR��� 
�� U��� Z���� � L����� T ��

is continuously Fréchet differentiable. Since the remainder term in the first order expansion of
�Z�U� 
�� X��
Z�U� can be estimated uniformly for all Z in a compact set, the last assertion
follows immediately. We omit the technical details.

Now we obtain the following properties for solutions of (3.4).
Lemma ���� Let (A2) hold and denote for �z� w� u�� � IR � IR � L���� T 
C��IR�m�

by ��� v���
 z� w� u�� the solution of (3.4) for initial data (3.6). Let Mw�Mu � � be given and

Hi
def
� IR� � L���� T 
Ci�IR�m�� i � �� �

H
def
� f�z� w� u�� � H� 	 jwj � Mw� ku�kL����T 	C��IR�� � Mug�
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Then the mapping

�z� w� u�� � �H� k � kHi
� 
�� ��� v���
 z� w� u�� � C���� T ���(3.11)

is Lipschitz continuous for i � � and continuously Fréchet differentiable for i �  and on H
the right hand side is uniformly Lipschitz w.r.t. t. Moreover, with �� � ��z� �w� �u�� one has

d�z�w�u����� v���
 z� w� u�� � �� � ���� �v���
 z� w� u� 
 ���(3.12)

where ���� �v� � ���� �v���
 z� w� u� 
 �z� �w� �u�� solves the linearized equation

��� � f ���v� �v

��v � gx�	� �� � gy�	� �v � gu��	� ��xu��t� ���� � �u��t� ���

����� � �z� �v��� � �w�

(3.13)

with �	� � �t� �� v� u��t� ���. The Fréchet derivative (3.12) can be continuously extended to
L�H�� C���� T ��� uniformly bounded on bounded subsets ofH . Finally, for any closedS 	 �cl

T

and any bounded interval J the mapping

�z� u�� u�� � C�S
J�� C��J�� L���� T 
C��IR�m� 
�� ��� v���t
 z� u��z�� u�� � C�S��
(3.14)

is continuously Fréchet differentiable where �t denotes the projection �t� x� 
�� t.
If (A2�) holds then the same statements are true for backward solutions of (3.4).

Proof. We can apply Proposition 3.2 if an a priori bound for v in (3.4) is known, since this
ensures with (A2) that the right hand side in (3.4) admits a Lipschitz constant w.r.t. ��� v� u��
for all ��� v� u�� of interest. To derive such a bound we use (A1) and get constants C�� C� � �
with d

dt jv�t�j � C� � C�jv�t�j, t ���� T �. Since jv���j � jwj � Mw, the Gronwall Lemma
yields

jv�t�j � �Mw � C�T �e
C�T � t � ��� T ��

Now the proof can be obtained by using Proposition 3.2.
The fact that (3.12) can be continuously extended to L�H�� C���� T ��� is obvious by the
properties of (3.13). The differentiability of (3.14) follows from Proposition 3.2, since the
Nemyckii operator

�z� u�� � C�S
J�� C��J� 
�� u��z���� � C�S�

is continuously Fréchet differentiable.
If (A2�) is satisfied then we have the stronger growth estimate jg�t� x� y� u��j � C��C�jyj and
the above arguments can be applied to backward solutions.

To ensure backward stability of solutions to (3.4) for all end data – not only the relevant
ones obtained from forward solutions – it will be convenient to assume (A2�) instead of (A2)
which may be done without restriction by our considerations at the end of section 3.1.

For the further analysis of the structure of entropy solutions we assume that u� �
PC��IR
x�� � � � � xN �, x� � � � � � xN , and u� � L���� T 
C��IR�m�.

3.3. Classification of continuity points. For further reference we distinguish several
cases for continuity points ��t� �x�. We denote the genuine backward characteristic through ��t� �x�
by � and set �z � ����:
Case C: Let ��t� �x� be a continuity point of y � y�u� such that �z �� xi, i � � � � � � N . Since
u� � PC��IR
x�� � � � � xN �, there is an interval J containing �z such that u�jJ � C��J�. Now

�z� u�� u�� � J�C��J��L���� T 
C��IR�m� 
�� ��� v���
 z� u��z�� u�� � C���� T ���(3.15)

D 
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is continuously Fréchet differentiable by Lemma 3.3. Hence, d
dz
��t
 z� u��z�� u�� exists and is

continuous on �t� z� � ��� T �� J . Since genuine characteristics may intersect only at their end
points and contain only continuity points, it is obvious that [8]

d

dz
��t
 z� u��z�� u��jz��z  �� � � t � �t�(3.16)

Moreover, if ��t� �x� is not an element of the shock set, i.e. if the unique forward characteristic
is genuine until some �t� � , � � �, then there is � � � with

d

dz
��t
 z� u��z�� u��jz��z  � � �� � � t � �t�(3.17)

In fact, we have

d

dz
��t
 z� u��z�� u��jz��z � ���t
 �z� u���z�� u�
 � u

�
���z�� ��(3.18)

with �� given by (3.13). Moreover, all points on the genuine backward characteristic ��t� �
��t
 �z� u���z�� u�� are continuity points. Assume that for the right hand side of (3.18) holds
����t� � � at some �t � ��� �t�. Then � ����t� �� �, since otherwise by the first line in (3.13)
�v��t� � �. This is impossible because the unique backward solution of (3.13) would vanish
in contradiction to the initial values. From (3.16) we thus have � ����t� � � and therefore
d
dz ��t
 z� u��z�� u��jz��z � � for small t � �t. Hence, the unique forward characteristic
through ��t� ���t�� can not be genuine, since the unique candidate ��t� � ��t
 �z� u���z�� u�� is not
admissible by (3.16). Since the left hand side of (3.17) is continuous on ��� �t�, (3.17) must hold
for some � � �.
Case CB: If ��t� �x� is a continuity point, �z � xi and u� is continuous at �z then by the same
arguments the one-sided derivatives must satisfy (3.16) and in addition (3.17) if ��t� �x� is not in
the shock set.
Cases R, RB: If ��t� �x� is a continuity point and �z � xi with u���z�� � u���z�� then three cases
can occur.
Case R: If all backward characteristics through ��t� x� with x in a small neighborhood of �xmeet
t � � in �z then similar arguments as above show that with �w from (3.9) holds

d

dw
��t
 �z� w� u��jw� �w  �� � � t � �t�(3.19)

and if ��t� x� is not a point of the shock set there is � � � with

d

dw
��t
 �z� w� u��jw� �w  �t � �� � � t � �t�(3.20)

Case RB: Otherwise, ��t� �x� lies on the left or right boundary of a rarefaction wave and the
one-sided derivatives satisfy (3.16) and (3.19) (and moreover (3.17) and (3.20) if ��t� x� is no
shock generation point), respectively.

Notation. The instance that ��t� �x� is no shock generation point and satisfies case C, CB, R
or RB, respectively, is denoted by Cc, CBc, Rc or RBc, respectively.

3.4. Classification of shock points. Let now ��t� �x� be a shock point located on the shock
curve ��t�. We know from [8] and 3.2 that the minimal and maximal backward characteristics
�	�t� through ��t� �x� are genuine with initial condition (3.5). Thus, if we set �z	 � �	��� we
can classify the left and right states of the shock exactly as continuity points before depending
on whether �z	 � xi for some i or not. Moreover, the corresponding equations (3.7), (3.8) or
(3.9), (3.10) hold with �z	 and y��t� �x�� instead of �z, y��t� �x�.

Notation. We call for example the shock point ��t� �x� of class CcRc if the left state satisfies
case Cc and the right state case Rc.
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4. Differentiability at continuity points. We start by analyzing the differentiability prop-
erties at continuity points that are no shock generation points and that are moreover not located
on the boundary of a rarefaction wave (case Cc or Rc).

4.1. Differentiability in continuity points of class Cc. We study first the case Cc, i.e.
��t� �x� satisfies case C and is no shock generation point. By continuity there are z� � �z � z�
such that

u� � C��J��
d

dz
��t
 z� u��z�� u��  � � � � t � ��� �t�� � z ��z� � �� z� � ��

def
� J�(4.1)

for some �� � � �. This allows us to solve (3.7) locally for �z yielding with (3.8) a local
regularity result for y.

4.1.1. Solution of the characteristic equations. We have the following result on the
solvability of (3.7).

Lemma ���� Let u� � PC��IR
x�� � � � � xN �, u� � L���� T 
C��IR�m�, and let
(4.1) hold for some �� � � �. Then there is � � � and a neighborhood V 	 C��J� �
L���� T 
C��IR�m� of u � �u�� u�� such that

d

dz
��t
 z� �u��z�� �u�� 

�

�
� � � �t� z� � ��� �t� � �� J� � �u � V�(4.2)

Moreover, for all �u � V and all �t� x� in the stripe

S � S���
def
� f�t� x� 	 t � ��� �t� � �� x � ����t�� ���t��g � �	�t� � ��t
 z	� u��z	�� u��

the equation

x � ��t
 z� �u��z�� �u��(4.3)

has in J a unique solution z � Z�t� x� �u�. Set

Y �t� x� �u�
def
� v�t
Z�t� x� �u�� �u��Z�t� x� �u��� �u���(4.4)

Then Z��� �u�� Y ��� �u� � C����S�. The mappings

�x� �u� � ����t�� ���t���V 
�� �Z� Y ��t� x� �u�� t � ��� �t� � �(4.5)

�u � V 
�� �Z� Y ���� �u� � C�S��(4.6)

are continuously Fréchet differentiable. The derivatives of (4.5) are

d�x�u�Z�t� x� �u� � ��x� �u� �
�x� ���t
 z� �u��z�� �u�
 �� �u��z�� �u��

���t
 z� �u��z�� �u�
 � �u
�
��z�� ��

(4.7)

d�x�u�Y �t� x� �u� � ��x� �u� � �v�t
 z� �u��z�� �u�
 � �u
�
��z�� �� d�x�u�Z�t� x� �u� � ��x� �u�

� �v�t
 z� �u��z�� �u�
 �� �u��z�� �u��
(4.8)

where z � Z�t� x� �u� and ���� �v� are given by (3.13). The derivative of (4.6) is

du�Z� Y ���� �u� � �u � d�x�u��Z� Y ���� �u� � ��� �u��(4.9)

Remark ���� By construction, Y ��� �u� � C����S� is on S classical solution of (1.1) for
the control �u � V . D 
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Remark ���� It is not difficult to show that �Y � duY ��� u� � �u � C�S� is the unique
broad solution (i.e. solution along characteristics) of the linearized equation

�t�Y � �x�f
��Y ��Y � � gy�t� x� Y� u���Y � gu��t� x� Y� u���u�� �t� x� � S

�Y ��� x� � �u��x�� x � �z�� z���
(4.10)

where Y � Y ��� u�. By Remark 4.2 and the differentiability of (4.6) we see from

�tY ��
 �u� � �xf�Y ��
 �u�� � g�t� x� Y ��
 �u�� �u��

with �u � u � �u by applying test functions p � C��S�, integrating by parts and taking the
derivative in  � � that �Y is also a weak solution of (4.10). Even more, for any domain
D 	 S with Lipschitz boundary and any p � C����D� holds

�p �n� � n�f
��Y ��� �Y ���
D �

� ��tp� f ��Y ��xp� gy�t� x� Y� u��p� �Y ���D � �p gu��t� x� Y� u��� �u����D
(4.11)

where �n�� n��
T is the unit outer normal of D. In section 11 we will choose p as solution of

the adjoint equation (1.6) to obtain a gradient representation of (1.2).
Notation. Given �t� z�� z� satisfying (4.1) it will be convenient to indicate by

�Y�Z� V� S���� J� � YC�u� �t� �z�� z���

that the open interval J � �z�� z��, the stripe S � S���, the neighborhood V and the functions
Y�Z are obtained by applying Lemma 4.1.

Proof. (of Lemma 4.1) Let ��u�� �u�� � C��J� � L���� T 
C��IR�m�. We have already
observed that Lemma 3.3 implies the continuous Fréchet differentiability of (3.15). Thus,
we deduce from (4.1) by continuity that (4.2) holds with a sufficiently small neighborhood
V 	 C��J�� L���� T 
C��IR�m� of u and � � � small enough. Hence, for all t � ��� �t � � �
and �u � V the mapping

z � J 
�� ��t
 z� �u��z�� �u��

is strictly monotone increasing and ���t
 z�� �u��z��� �u�����	�� ��t
 z�� �u��z��� �u�����	��
is contained in its image. Hence, for sufficiently small V and � we get by continuity that
����t�� ���t�� is contained in the image for all t � ��� �t� � � and all �u � V . As a consequence,
for all �t� x� � S and all �u � V there exists exactly one solution z � Z�t� x� �u� � J of (4.3).
Since Z�t� x� �u� � J for all considered x� �u, we conclude from (4.2), (4.3) and the continuous
Fréchet differentiability of (3.15) by the implicit function theorem that the first component of
(4.5) is continuously Fréchet differentiable. By (4.4) and the continuous differentiability of
(3.15) the second component in (4.5) is also continuously Fréchet differentiable. The formula
(4.7) is an immediate consequenceof the implicit function theorem and (4.8) follows from (4.4).
The Lipschitz continuity of Z��� �u� follows directly from (4.2) and the Lipschitz continuity of
(4.3) w.r.t t� x. Now the Lipschitz continuity of Y ��� �u� is clear by (4.4) and the Lipschitz
continuity of v�t
 z� w� �u�� w.r.t. t� z� w.

To show the differentiability of (4.6) we observe that for all �u � V the function Z��� �u� is
in C�S
J� and satisfies F �Z��� �u�� �u� � � with the operator

F 	 �z� �u�� �u�� � C�S
J�� C��J�� L���� T 
C��IR�m�


�� ����t
 z���� �u��z����� �u��� �x� � C�S��

D 
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where �t� �x denote the projections on the t- and x-component, respectively. F is continuously
Fréchet differentiable by Lemma 3.3 and we have obviously

dzF �z� �u� � �z �

�
�t� x� 
��

d

d�z
��t
 �z� �u���z�� �u��j�z�z�t�x��z�t� x�

�
�

By (4.2) we get that �dzF �z� �u���� exists and is bounded for all z � C�S
J� and all �u � V .
Hence, the first component of (4.6) is continuously Fréchet differentiable by the implicit
function theorem, now by (4.4) and Lemma 3.3 also the second. The formula (4.9) is obvious.
The properties of these mappings follow directly from Lemma 3.3.

4.1.2. A differentiability result for case Cc. We are now able to characterize the prop-
erties of y in continuity points of class Cc.

Lemma ���� Let u � �u�� u�� � PC��IR
x�� � � � � xN � � L���� T 
C��IR�m�. Let
��t� �x� � �T be a point of continuity of y � y��
u� outside the shock set such that �z �� xi,
 � i � N , holds for �z given by (3.7). Then the following statements are true:

i) There is a maximal nonempty open interval I such that f�tg � I does not contain points of
the shock set and that all backward characteristics through ��t� x�, x � I , meet t � � not
in xi, i � � � � � � N . y��t� �
u� is continuously differentiable on I .

ii) Let �I ��x�� x�� be an arbitrary interval with closure in I , denote by �	 the genuine
backward characteristics through ��t� x	� and set z	 � �	���. Then there are � � �,
� � � such that (4.1) is satisfied. Let �Y�Z� V� S���� J� � YC�u� �t� �z�� z��� be obtained
according to Lemma 4.1. GivenM� � � there areR � �, � � � such that after a possible
reduction of � and V holds:

y�t� x
 �u� � Y �t� x� �u�jJ � �u�� ��t� x� � S� ��u � �V � where

�V
def
� f��u�� �u�� � L��IR�� L���� T 
C��IR�m� 	 ��u�jJ � �u�� � V�

k�u� � u�k��IRnJ �M�� k�u� � u�k��
�R�R�nJ � �g�

Hence, the differentiability results of Lemma 4.1 for Y carry over to y.
Proof. i): ��t� �x� is of class Cc, since �z �� xi, i � � � � � � N , and ��t� �x� is a continuity

point outside the shock set. Hence, we know that (3.17) holds for some � � � and we find
z� � �z � z�, � � � such that (4.1) is satisfied. Therefore, Lemma 4.1 is applicable yielding
�Y�Z� V� S���� J� � YC�u� �t� �z�� z���. Then clearly u� � C��J�, i � � � � � � N . By the
above mentioned results of [8] we have, cf. (3.7), (3.8),

y��t� �x
u� � Y ��t� �x� u��

Now x 
�� y��t� x
u� is continuous outside a countable set and the identities (3.7), (3.8) with
�x� �z instead of �x� �z hold for all continuity points ��t� �x�. Using the backward stability of (3.4)
according to Lemma 3.3 we see that �z � �z for continuity points �x with �x� �x. Hence, for all
continuity points �x ������t�� ����t�� with �z � J we must have �z � Z��t� �x� u� and thus

y��t� x
u� � Y ��t� x� u�

for all x � �I
def
� ��x�� �x��, where �I is sufficiently small with �x � �I , �I 	�����t�� ����t�� (first for

the dense set of continuity points x � �x � �I and thus for all x � �I by our convention for the
choice of y). This shows that y��t� �
u� is continuously differentiable on �I �� �. Moreover f�tg� �I
does not contain points of the shock set, since (4.1) holds, and all backward characteristics
starting in f�tg � �I meet t � � not in xi, i � � � � � � N . Hence, there exists a maximal open
nonempty interval I with the asserted properties.

ii): Let �I
def
� �x�� x���� � be arbitrary with closure in I . Now for any point �x � �x�� x��

we can argue as above and find an interval-neighborhood �I with the above properties. Taking

D 
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a finite covering we get the following: Denote by �	 the genuine backward characteristics
through ��t� x	�, set z	 � �	���. By the finite covering we obtain � � � and � � � such that
(4.1) holds. Hence, Lemma 4.1 yields �Y�Z� V� S���� J� � YC�u� �t� �z�� z���. Then we have
from the proof of i) that

y��t� x
u� � Y ��t� x� u�

for all x � �I . We show, that also y��
u� � Y ��� u� on S � S��� after a possible reduction
of � � �. In fact, ��t� x	� are continuity points of y��
u�, since y��t� �
u� is continuous at
x	, cf. [8]. Hence, ��t� x	� are by (4.1) and [8, Lem. 5.2] no shock generation points,
i.e. the genuine characteristics �	 remain genuine until �t � � after a possible reduction of
� � �. Now take any �t� x� � S. The extreme backward characteristics through �t� x�
are genuine and may not intersect �	. Hence, they stay in S and must thus coincide with
���
Z�t� x� u�� u��Z�t� x� u��� u�� which yields

y�t� x
u� � Y �t� x� u� ��t� x� � S�

Since �I
def
� �x�� x�� was an arbitrary interval with closure in I , the same arguments apply to

�I ��x� � ��� x� � ��� for � � � small enough yielding after a possible reduction of �

y�t� x
u� � Y �t� x� u� ��t� x� � �S� Z�t� x� u� � J ��t� x� � �S�

where �S � �S��� is confined by the genuine backward characteristics ��	 through ��t� x	 � ���.
We can clearly choose � � � small enough such that with �t � �t� � holds �����t� � ����t�� ��
and �����t� � ����t� � ��. Now let M� � � be given. We will show that there are R � �,
� � � such that after a possible reduction of V and � � � holds

y�t� x
 �u� � Y �t� x
 �u� ��t� x� � S� ��u � �V(4.12)

with �V defined in ii). To this purpose we note that independent of ��R there isM � � such that
k�u�k� � M and k�u�k� � M for all �u � �V . Thus, by Theorem 3.1 i) there is My � � with
ky��
 �u�k� �My for all �u � �V and we can thus for convenience assume (A2�) instead of (A2)
ensuring with Lemma 3.3 the local Lipschitz stability of backward characteristics. Thus, if we
denote by ���t� v�t��t
x�w� u�� the backward solution of (3.4) with ���t� v�t���t
x�w� u�� � �x�w�,
we can reduce V and find 
 � � such that

�
�t��
x�w� �u�� � J� �

�t�t
x�w� �u��


� ���t�� if x � ������t�� ����t�� ��

� ���t�� if x � �����t� � �� �����t��
� t � ��� �t��(4.13)

whenever �u � �V � jw� y��t� x
u�j � 
. Now we have for IR � ��R�R� with sufficiently large
R � � by Theorem 3.1 ii) the local L�-stability estimate

ky��t� �
 �u�� y��t� �
u�k��
�����t�������t�� � C �k�u� � u�k��IR � k�u� � u�k��
��T ��IR�(4.14)

for all �u � �V with C only depending on f� g� u� V�M� . From (4.14) and the definition of �V
we deduce that for � � � small enough

ess inf
x
I������t������t�	��

jy��t� �
 �u�� y��t� �
u�j �
C�

�
� 
(4.15)

whenever �u � �V . Since y��t� �
 �u� � BVloc�IR�, we obtain by combining (4.13) and (4.15)
that for any �u � �V we can find continuity points �x	 � I���	��t�� �	��t� � �� of y��t� �
 �u� such
that the genuine backward characteristics ��	�t� � ��t�t
 �x	� y��t� �x	
 �u�� �u�� satisfy (4.13) with

--
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x � �x	, w � y��t� �x	
 �u�, respectively. Since ��	��� � J , we must have ��	��� � Z��t� �x	� �u�
and therefore y��t� �x	
 �u� � Y ��t� �x	� �u�. Now any genuine backward characteristic � of y��
 �u�
through �t� x� � S may not leave the area confined by the genuine characteristics ��	. Therefore,
���� � J and � must by Lemma 4.1 coincide with the unique genuine forward characteristic
starting in Z�t� x� �u� and consequently y�t� x
 �u� � Y �t� x� �u�. Thus, (4.12) is proven.

4.2. Differentiability in the interior of rarefaction waves (case Rc). In a second step,
we look at continuity points outside the shock set that are located on a rarefaction wave. Then
(3.9), (3.10) hold with �z � xi, u���z�� � u���z��, for some i � f� � � � � Ng, and some
�w ��u���z��� u���z���. Moreover, we obtain from (3.20) by continuity w� � �w � w� and
�� � � � with

d

dw
��t
 �z� w� u��  �t � �� � t ���� �t�� � w ��w� � ��w� � ��

def
� Jw�(4.16)

Then we can locally solve (3.9) yielding with (3.10) a representation for rarefaction waves. The
following Lemma is a counterpart of Lemma 4.1 for the solution of (3.9) with respect to �w.

Lemma ���� Let u� � PC��IR
x�� � � � � xN �, u� � L���� T 
C��IR�m�, and let (4.16)
hold for some �� � � �. Then there is � � � and a neighborhood V� 	 L���� T 
C��IR�m� of
u� such that

d

dw
��t
 �z� w� �u�� 

�

�
t � � � �t� w� ���� �t� � �� Jw� � �u� � V��(4.17)

Moreover, for all �u� � V� and all �t� x� in the stripe

S
def
� f�t� x� 	 t ���� �t� � �� x � ����t�� ���t��g � �	�t� � ��t
 �z� w	� u��

the equation

x � ��t
 �z� w� �u��(4.18)

has in Jw a unique solution w �W �t� x� �u��. Set

Yr�t� x� �u��
def
� v�t
 �z�W �t� x� �u��� �u���(4.19)

Then W ��� �u��� Yr��� �u�� � C����S � ft  �tg� for any �t ���� �t� and the mappings

�x� �u�� � ����t�� ���t���V� 
�� �W�Yr��t� x� �u��� t ���t� �t� � �(4.20)

�u� � V� 
�� �W�Yr���� �u�� � C�S �
�
t  �t

�
��(4.21)

are continuously Fréchet differentiable. The derivatives of (4.20) are

d�x�u��W �t� x� �u�� � ��x� �u�� �
�x� ���t
 �z� w� �u�
 �� �� �u��

���t
 �z� w� �u�
 �� � ��
(4.22)

d�x�u��Yr�t� x� �u�� � ��x� �u�� � �v�t
 �z� w� �u�
 �� � �� d�x�u��W �t� x� �u�� � ��x� �u��

� �v�t
 �z� w� �u�
 �� �� �u��
(4.23)

where w �W �t� x� �u�� and ���� �v� are given by (3.13). The derivative of (4.21) is

du��W�Yr���� �u�� � �u� � d�x�u���W�Yr���� �u�� � ��� �u���(4.24)

Finally, there is C � � such that

jdu��W�Yr���� �u�� � �u�j � C t k�u�kL����T 	C�IR�� in S�

D 
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which allows a continuous extension to ��� �z� by the value �.
Proof. Except for the last assertion the proof is very similar to the one of Lemma 4.1 and

therefore omitted. For the last statement we observe that with a generic constantC an application
of Gronwall’s Lemma to (3.13) yields j�v�t
 �z� w� �u� 
 �� �� �u��j � C t k�u�kL����T 	C�IR�� and
then j���t
 �z� w� �u�
 �� �� �u��j � C t� k�u�kL����T 	C�IR�� by the first equation in (3.13). Using
this together with (4.17) in (4.22), (4.23) gives the asserted bound.

Remark ��	� By construction, Yr��� �u�� � C����S � ft � �tg� is for any �t ���� �t� on
S � ft � �tg classical solution of (1.1) for the control �u� � V�.

Remark ��
� It can easily be verified that �Y � du�Yr��� u�� � �u� � C�S� is a broad
solution of the linearized equation

�t�Y � �x�f
��Yr��Y � � gy�t� x� Yr � �u���Y � gu��t� x� Yr� �u���u�� �t� x� � S

lim
�t�x�
S�t��

�Y �t� x� � �

Moreover, using the same arguments as in Remark 4.3, �Y is also a weak solution and for every
domain D 	 S with Lipschitz boundary and any p � C�D� with p � C����D � ft  �tg� for
all �t ���� �t� the identity (4.11) holds. This follows by integrating by parts overD�ft � �tg and
letting �t� �.

Notation. Given �t� �z� w�� w� satisfying (4.16) for some �� � � �, we indicate by

�Yr�W� V�� S���� Jw� � YR�u� �t� �z� �w�� w���

that the open interval Jw � �w�� w��, the stripe S � S���, the neighborhood V� and the
functions Yr� Z are obtained by applying Lemma 4.5.

Using Lemma 4.5 we obtain the following regularity result at continuity points that are
located on the interior of a rarefaction wave.

Lemma ���� Let u � �u�� u�� � PC��IR
x�� � � � � xN � � L���� T 
C��IR�m�. Let
��t� �x� � �T be a point of continuity of y � y��
u� outside the shock set such that with �z, �w in
(3.9), (3.10) holds u���z�� � �w � u���z��. Then the following statements are true:

i) There is a maximal nonempty open interval I such that f�tg � I does not contain points of
the shock set and such that all backward characteristics through ��t� x�, x � I meet t � �
in �z. y��t� �
u� is continuously differentiable on I .

ii) Let J be an arbitrary neighborhood of �z. Let �I ��x�� x�� be an arbitrary interval with
closure in I , denote by �	 the genuine backward characteristics through ��t� x	� and by
w	 ��u���z��� u���z��� the corresponding values of �w in (3.9), (3.10). Then there are � �
�, � � � such that (4.16) is satisfied. Let �Yr�W� V�� S���� Jw� � YR�u� �t� �z� �w�� w���
be obtained according to Lemma 4.5. GivenM� � � and �t ���� �t� there areR � �, � � �
such that after a possible reduction of � and V� holds:

y�t� x
 �u� � Yr�t� x� �u�� ��t� x� � S �
�
t  �t

�
� ��u � �V � where

�V
def
� f��u�� �u�� � L��IR��L���� T 
C��IR�m� 	 �u� � V�� k�u� � u�k��J � �

k�u� � u�k��IRnJ �M�� k�u� � u�k��
�R�R�nJ � �g�

Hence, the differentiability properties of Yr according to Lemma 4.5 hold also for y��
 �u�.
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Lemma 4.4 and we only sketch the

differences. One has to use (3.20) instead of (3.17) to obtain the applicability of Lemma 4.5.
Then by backward stability characteristics � starting in continuity points ��t� �x� close to ��t� �x�
must hit t � � in �z, since y�t� ��t�� converges for t � �, �x � �x to �w ��u���z��� u���z���.
Now by Lemma 4.5 the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 4.4 can be used. Finally,
one shows with the L�-stability estimate that for sufficiently small � � �, � � � and V� also
the backward characteristics of y��
 �u�, �u � �V , through ��t� �x� � S �

�
t  �t

�
must hit t � � in

�z.

D 

D 

D 

D 
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5. Stability of shocks and differentiability of shock position. We turn now to the study
of points ��t� �x� in the shock set. We will show that under the assumption

(S) Left and right states of ��t� �x� are of class Cc or Rc and ��t� �x� is no shock interaction point

the following holds for quite general variations ��u�� �u�� of �u�� u��:
� The shock is stable and separates states that coincide locally with representations Y or Yr

obtained by Lemma 4.1 or 4.5, respectively.
Moreover, if g�t� x� y� u� is affine linear with respect to y then
� The shock position depends Fréchet differentiable on ��u�� �u��.
� The sensitivity of the shock position w.r.t. ��u�� �u�� can be explicitly computed by means

of an adjoint state.
We will show in Theorem 11.2 that assumption (S) holds for almost all �t under slightly stronger
regularity assumptions on �u�� u��. The restriction to source terms g that are affine linear with
respect to y could be dropped without major changes in our analysis if the stability results for the
adjoint equation (1.6) can be extended to a discontinuous zeroth order coefficient gy�t� x� y� u��.

5.1. Stability and structure of shocks. The nonlinear stability of shock waves for a
single convex conservation law (i.e. f �� � �, g � �) under variations of the initial data in the
Schwartz space S was shown by Golubitsky and Schaeffer [13]. However, there seem to be no
results in the literature on the nonlinear stability of shocks under perturbations of initial data
and source term that are directly applicable in our framework. In the following Lemma we give
a stability result of shock waves based on generalized characteristics that fits our purposes.

For concreteness we consider a shock point ��t� �x� of class CcCc.
Lemma ���� Let u � �u�� u�� � PC��IR
x�� � � � � xN � � L���� T 
C��IR�m� and let

��t� �x� � �T be a point of discontinuity of y��
u� on a shock curve ��t� that is no shock interac-
tion point. Denote by �	�t� the minimal and maximal backward characteristic through ��t� �x�
and set �z	 � �	���. We assume that ��t� �x� is of class CcCc, i.e. �z	 �� xi,  � i � N , and
(3.17) holds with �z � �z	 for some � � �. Then there are z	� � �z	 � z	� , � � � and � � �
such that (4.1) holds.
Let �Y	� Z	� V	� S	���� J	� � YC�u� �t� �z	� � z

	
� �� be obtained by Lemma 4.1 with z�	 , z�	

close enough to �z	, respectively. After a possible reduction of V	, � � � there is a neighbor-
hood I ��x�� x�� of �x such that the following holds:

i) y��
u� is locally given by

y�t� x
u� �


Y��t� x� u�� �t� x� � S� � fx � ��t�g
Y��t� x� u�� �t� x� � S� � fx � ��t�g

ii) Let M� � � be given. Then there are R � �, � � � such that for

�V � f��u�� �u�� � L��IR��L���� T 
C��IR�m� 	 ��u�jJ� � �u�� � V	�

k�u�k� �M�� k�u� � u�k��
�R�R� � �g

equipped with the norm

k��u�� �u��kV
def
� k�u�kC��J��J��

� k�u�k��
�z���z�� � k�u�kL����T 	C��IR��

there is a Lipschitz continuous function

xs 	 �u � � �V � k � kV� 
�� xs��u�(5.1)

with xs�u� � �x such that for all �u � ��u�� �u�� � �V holds

y��t� x
 �u� �


Y���t� x� �u�jJ� � �u��� x ��x�� xs��u��
Y���t� x� �u�jJ� � �u��� x ��xs��u�� x��

(5.2)

Hereby, �u � � �V � k � kV� 
�� Y	��t� �� �u�jJ� � �u�� � C�I� are continuously Fréchet differ-
entiable.
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Proof. ��t� �x� is a point of discontinuity on a shock curve �. Thus, we have by the
entropy condition y��t� ���t��
u� � y��t� ���t��
u�. Since (3.17) holds for �z � �z	 we ob-
tain by continuity � � �, J	 such that (4.1) holds. Now Lemma 4.1 yields as asserted
�Y	� Z	� V	� S	���� J	� � YC�u� �t� �z	� � z

	
� ��. By Lemma 4.1 and the definition of �V in ii)

��u�� �u�� � � �V � k � kV� 
�� Y	��t� �� �u�jJ� � �u�� � C�I�

are obviously continuously Fréchet differentiable.
i): Since ��t� �x� is no shock interaction point, we know from [8] that �t is a continuity point

of t 
�� y�t� ��t��
u�. Then by [8, Thm. 4.5] ��t� �x� is a continuity point of y��
u� relative to
the sets L� � f�t� x� 	 x � ��t�g, L� � f�t� x� 	 x � ��t�g, the limit being y��t� ���t��
u�.
The extreme backward characteristics �	�t� through ��t� �x� satisfy (3.4) and �	��� � �z	 � J	.
Using the backward stability of solutions of (3.4) we find � � � such that the genuine backward
characteristic through any continuity point in Q	

def
� L	 � fk�t� x�� ��t� �x�k� � �g meets

t � � in J	, respectively. Hence, we must have y�t� x
u� � Y	�t� x� u� for any continuity
point in Q	 and since the continuity points are dense, for all points in Q	 by our choice of y.
The same is clearly true on the domain covered by these backward characteristics. Possibly
after reducing � � � and choosing z�	 , z�	 closer to �z	, respectively, we achieve that S	 �L	
is covered by the backward characteristics through Q	. Hence, i) is proven.

ii): For notational convenience we write y instead of y��
u�. By the definition of S	
it is clear that for sufficiently small � � �,  � � and x	 � �x �  holds Q

def
� ��t � �� �t �

� ���x�� x��	 S��S�. Set I def
� �x�� x��. As in the proof of Lemma 4.4 there isMy � �with

ky��
 �u�k� �My for all �u � �V and we may chooseMy such that in addition jY	��� �u�j �My

on S	.
By continuity, we may reduce � such that for some � � �

y�t� ��t���� y�t� ��t���  �� � � � t ���t� �� �t� � ��

Since f ��  mf �� � �, we have for jt� �tj � �

���t� �
f�y�t� ��t����� f�y�t� ��t����

y�t� ��t���� y�t� ��t���


� f ��y�t� ��t�����mf ���
 f ��y�t� ��t���� �mf ���

In particular, ���t� is continuous in �t and we may reduce V	, �, � ,  such that with 
 � � holds

f ��Y��t� x� �u��  max
jt��tj��

���t� � 
(5.3)

Y��t� x� �u�� Y��t� x� �u�  �(5.4)

for all �t� x� �u� � Q� �V . Finally, reduce � � � such that ��t� � I and

j ���t�� max
jt��tj��

���t�j �
mf ��


�Mf ��
�	 �
(5.5)

for all t, jt� �tj � � , where Mf ��
def
� supjyj�My

f ���y�.
The following property of genuine backward characteristics will be crucial: Let ��t� be a

backward characteristic such that

j���t�� ���t�j � �� ����t� � ����t�� ��
 for some �t � ��t� �	�� �t�.(5.6)

From (3.4) we get a constant M � � with

j���t�j �M�
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and we can reduce � � � such thatM� � �
	�. Then ��t����t� � � for t � �t�� if � � �
�	�.
In fact, we get with s � minjt��tj�� ���t� and t � �t� � by using (5.5)

��t�� ��t�  ���t�� ���t� � �s� ����t����t� t�� M
�
��t� t��

 �� � �s� ����t� � ��
���t� t�� M
� ��t� t��

 �� � ���
� ��
�M��
�

�


�
�

�
� � � ��

Fix these � and � and set Q
def
� Q � f�t� x� 	 jx� ��t�j � �g. Using a finite covering of

�Qcl � L	� nQ with the stripes S obtained by Lemma 4.4 for varying t we may reduce V	,
� such that for all �u � �V

y�t� x
 �u� � Y	�t� x� �u�jJ� � �u�� � �t� x� � �Q � L	� nQ�(5.7)

respectively. For the rest of the proof it is convenient to set Y	��� �u� � Y	��� �u�jJ� � �u�� for
�u � �V on S	.

Assume, that (5.2) does not hold for all �u � �V . Then there is �u � �V and without restriction
a continuity point �x, j�x � �xj � � with y��t� �x
 �u� �� Y	��t� �x� �u� and thus ����� � inf J� for the
genuine backward characteristic �� through ��t� �x�. For convenience we set �y

def
� y��
 �u�. Let �x be

the infimum of these �x. ��t� �x� can not be a continuity point, since else by continuity ����� � J�
for the backward characteristic �� through ��t� �x� and by Lemma 4.4 thus �y��t� x� � Y���t� x� �u�
for x close enough to �x which is a contradiction. Thus, ��t� �x� lies on a shock. We set
����t� � �x. By construction the maximal backward characteristic ��� through ��t� �x� satisfies
supJ� � ������ � inf J�. Since genuine characteristics may intersect only at their endpoints,
we have by (5.7) necessarily �t� ����t�� � Q for �t� � � t � �t. Moreover, it is obvious from
supJ� � ������ � inf J� that �y�t� ����t�� �� Y	�t� ����t�� �u� for �t � � � t � �t. Thus, we
find as above for all these t a discontinuity point ���t� with left state Y��t� ���t�� �u�. Now the
unique forward characteristic through �t � �� ���t� ��� must be a shock and it must coincide
with ��, since every �t� ���t�� lies on a shock with left state Y��t� ���t�� �u� and can therefore not
be shock generation points. Hence, ���t� is a shock with left state Y��t� ���t�� �u� and we must
have j���t�� ��t�j � � for �t � � � t � �t, because �� may not enter the domain of continuity.
Hence, there must exist �t � ��t� �	�� �t� with

�����t� � max
jt��tj��

���t� � �
(5.8)

because �
�	� � �� by the choice of �. Set y	 � �y��t� ���t���. We show that necessarily
f ��y�� � s� ��
 with s � minjt��tj�� ���t� as defined above. If not, then we have by (5.3)

h
def
� f ��y��� f ��y��  s� 
� �s� ��
�  
� ��
 � 
�

Moreover, y� � y� 
h

Mf��
and thus with f ��  mf �� , and (5.5)

�����t� �
f�y��� f�y��

y� � y�
 f ��y�� �

mf ��h

�Mf ��
� s� ��
�

mf ��h

�Mf ��
� max

jt��tj��
���t�� ��
� ��
�

This contradicts (5.8). Thus, the maximal backward characteristic � through ��t� ����t�� satisfies
the scenario (5.6), since ����t� � f ��y�� � s���
. Therefore, it would hold ���t�������t��� �
�. This is a contradiction, since then � would intersect ���. Hence, the assumption was wrong
and (5.2) is shown. It remains to show that �u � � �V � k � kV�� 
� xs��u� is Lipschitz. But
this follows directly from (5.2), (5.4) and the L�-stability according to Theorem 3.1 ii). The
continuous differentiability of �u 
�� Y	��t� �� �u� � C�I� was already shown at the beginning
of the proof.

Very similar results can be obtained if left and/or right states are rarefaction waves, i.e. in
the cases CcRc, RcCc, RcRc. See Corollary 5.3 below.

D 
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5.2. Differentiability of the shock position and an adjoint formula. In this section we
state a differentiability result for the shock position xs of Lemma 5.1 and derive an explicit
formula for the derivative by using an appropriate adjoint state. The advantage of the adjoint
approach lies in the fact that we do not have to impose regularity assumptions on y for t � �t.

Lemma ���� With the assumptions and notations of Lemma 5.1 holds:
i) Assume that g is affine linear w.r.t. y. Then xs 	 �u � � �V � k � k�V� 
�� xs��u� is continuously

Fréchet differentiable and denoting by ��	 the minimal/maximal backward characteristic
of �y � y��
 �u� through ��t� xs��u�� and by D the domain confined by them, one has

duxs��u� � ��u�� �u�� � �p��� ��� �u����
������������ � �p gu��t� x� �y� �u��� �u����D�

where p � C���
loc ���� �t��IR� is the reversible solution of the adjoint equation

�tp� f ���y��xp � �gy�t� x� �y� �u��p� p��t� �� � 	�y��t� xs��u�
 �u���(5.9)

Hereby, � �V � k � k�V� is defined as follows: Set J� � ��z�� �z�� n �J� � J�� and let Ja 	 J�
be an open set that contains only entropy-admissible discontinuities of u�. Finally, let
J 	 Ja be an open set with Jcl 	 Ja and set Jr � J� n J . Define with �V from Lemma 5.1

�V
def
� f��u�� �u�� � �V 	 �x��u� � u��jJa �MLg

for some fixed ML � � equipped with the norm

k��u�� �u��k�V
def
� k�u�kC��J��J��

� k�u�k��Jr
� k�u�k��J � k�u�kL����T 	C��IR���

ii) If g does not depend on y then the same holds for xs 	 �u � � �V � k � kV� 
�� xs��u� in (5.1)
and the reversible solution of (5.9) is simply p � 	�y��t� xs��u�
 �u��.
The proof of ii) requires an existence and stability result for backward transport equations

of the form (5.9) that will be provided in the following section. The essential feature of these
equations is that the coefficient f ���y� satisfies by f �� � � and Oleinik’s entropy condition (3.2)
a one-sided Lipschitz condition of the form

�xf
���y�t� ��� �

C

t� 	M
� t ���� T �

where M � �Mcr��� is such that �x�u� �M .
If the left and/or right state of the shock is a rarefaction wave then an analog of Lemmas

5.1, 5.2 holds:
Corollary ���� If with the notations of Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 holds �z� � xi and u��xi�� �

�w � u��xi�� with �w according to (3.9), and if (3.20) holds for the left-sided derivative with
�z � �z� then the results of Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 remain true with the following modifications:
Let �Y��W� V�� S����� Jw� � YR�u� �t� �z�� �w�� w��� with appropriate w� � �w � w�

according to Lemma 4.5. Set J� � �, and define for an arbitrary open interval J� containing
�z� and � � � sufficiently small V� as

V�
def
� f�u� � L��J�� 	 k�u� � u�k� � �g � V��

Finally, choose for J� in Lemma 5.2 i) an arbitrary open interval containing �z�.
An analog result holds if the right state is a rarefaction wave, i.e. �z� � xi, u��xi�� � �w �
u��xi��.
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6. The adjoint equation. We consider the backward problem for a transport equation

�tp� a�xp � �bp� p�T� �� � pT(6.1)

with a � L���T �, �xa�t� �� � ��t�, � � L����� T ��, b � L���� T 
C����IR��. It is well
known [7] that under this one-sided Lipschitz condition on a for any pT � Lip�IR� there exists
a Lipschitz continuous solution to (6.1) which is not necessarily unique. For the case b � �
the stability of p w.r.t. a for the special class of reversible solutions was extensively studied by
Bouchut and James in the recent paper [1]. We will use the results of [1] to study the stability
w.r.t. a and b. Due to space limitations we will restrict ourselves to summarize the definition of
reversible solutions for (6.1) and the necessary existence, stability and regularity properties1.
A detailed analysis will be given in a forthcoming paper. Our results extend the stability results
in [1] to the case b �� � which is not straightforward, since the definition of reversible solutions
in [1] can not be directly used.

Denote by Lh the space of Lipschitz continuous solutions to

�tp� a�xp � �� �t� x� � �T(6.2)

We recall the following definition of [1]:
Definition 	��� p � Lh is called reversible solution of (6.2) if there exist p�� p� � Lh

such that �xp�  �, �xp�  � and p � p� � p�.
Then the following holds [1]:
Theorem 	��� Let a � L���T �, �xa�t� �� � ��t�, � � L����� T ��. Then for any

pT � Lip�IR� there exists a unique reversible solution p of (6.2) with p�T� �� � pT . Moreover,

kp�t� ��k��I � kpT k��J � k�xp�t� ��k��I � e
R
T
t
�k�xp

T k��J

with I ��x�� x��, J ��x� � kak��T � t�� x� � kak��T � t��.
This concept of reversible solution is not directly extendible to the case b �� �. However,

a natural extension can be obtained by using the generalized backward flow associated with a:
Definition 	��� Let Db �

�
�s� t� � IR� 	 � � t � s � T

�
. Then the generalized

backward flow X 	 Db � IR �� IR is defined by the requirement that for any s ���� T �
X�s
 �� �� is the unique reversible solution to

�tX � a�xX � �� �t� x� ���� s��IR� X�s
 s� x� � x� x � IR�

Moreover, we set X��
 �� x� � x.
One can show [1] that �xX  � and x 
�� X�s
 t� x� is surjective for all �s� t� � Db and that
for all � � t �  � s � T and x � IR the composition formula

X�s
�X�
 t� x�� � X�s
 t� x�(6.3)

is satisfied. Moreover, for all �t� x� � �T holds [1]

�sX�s
 t� x� � �a�s�X�s
 t� x���� a�s�X�s
 t� x���� for a.a. s ��t� T ��(6.4)

Note that by the one-sided Lipschitz condition �xa�t� �� � ��t�, � � L����� T ��, holds a�t� �� �
BVloc�IR� for a.a. t and thus the left- and right-sided limits in (6.4) exist.

Remark 	��� Since X�t
 t� x� � x, X��
 t� x� is by (6.4) the unique forward charac-
teristic through �t� x� in the sense of Filippov. Thus, if y is the entropy solution of (1.1) and
a � f ��y� then X��
 t� x� is the generalized forward characteristic through �t� x�.

1For convenience the proofs are added in the Appendix
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Finally, it is shown in [1] that for b � � the reversible solution of (6.1) is given by p�t� x� �
pT �X�T 
 t� x�� and is thus the broad solution along the generalized characteristics. This leads
us to the following definition of reversible solutions for (6.1).

Definition 	��� Let a � L���T �, �xa�t� �� � ��t�, � � L����� T ��, and b �
L���� T 
C����IR��. Then a reversible solution of (6.1) is defined as follows. For any z � IR
define p�t�X�t
 �� z�� as solution of

p�T�X�T 
 �� z�� � pT �X�T 
 �� z��

d
dtp�t�X�t
 �� z�� � �b�t�X�t
 �� z�� p�t�X�t
 �� z��� t � ��� T ��

(6.5)

Remark 	�	� Since by (6.3) with x � X�s
 �� z� holds X�t
 s� x� � X�t
 �� z� for
s � t � T , (6.5) implies that for all � � s � T and x � IR

p�T�X�T 
 s� x�� � pT �X�T 
 s� x��

d
dtp�t�X�t
 s� x�� � �b�t�X�t
 s� x��p�t�X�t
 s� x��� t � �s� T ��

(6.6)

This shows with (6.4) that the value of p�s� x� depends only on the values of a and b in the
triangle f�t� z� � �T 	 t � �s� T �� z � �x� kak��t� s�� x� kak��t� s��g.

With this definition of reversible solutions we have the following existence and uniqueness
result.

Theorem 	�
� Let a � L���T �, �xa�t� �� � ��t� with � � L����� T �� and b �
L���� T 
C����IR��. Then for all pT � C����IR� there exists a unique reversible solution p of
(6.1). Moreover, p � C�����T � and p solves (6.1) a.e. on �T .
Furthermore, for all t � ��� T �, z� � z� and � � t� � t� � T holds with I � �z�� z��,
J � �z� � kak��T � t�� z� � kak��T � t��

kp�t� ��k��I � kpT k��Je
kbk��T�t��(6.7)

kp�t�� ��� p�t�� ��k��I � �t� � t��C(6.8)

where C depends only on I , kpT kC����J�� kak��
��T ��J � kbkL����T 	C����J��. Finally, one has

p � H������� T ��I� where kpkH�������T 
�I� does not depend on �.
The proof can be obtained by using the properties of the backward flowX . We leave the details
to a forthcoming paper.2

A key point for our analysis is the following stability result.
Theorem 	��� Let �an� be a bounded sequence in L���T � with an � a in L���T �-

weak�, �xa�t� �� � ��t�, � � L����� T � and �xan�t� �� � �n�t�, ��n� bounded in L����� T ��.
Let �bn� be a bounded sequence in L���� T 
C����IR�� with bn � b in L���� T 
C�IR��,
b � L���� T 
C����IR��. Finally, let pTn be bounded inC����IR�with pTn � pT inC�IR�. Then
the reversible solutions pn of

�tpn � an�xpn � �bnpn� pn�T� �� � pTn

converge for any R � � in C���� T �� ��R�R�� to the reversible solution p of (6.1).
The proof can be obtained by using the following stability result of [1]: if X andXn denote the
backward flows according to Definition 6.3 for a and an, respectively. Then by [1] Xn � X
in C�Db � ��R�R�� for any R � �. Again, we leave the details to a forthcoming paper.�

Remark 	��� Theorem 6.8 shows in particular that reversible solutions are stable with
respect to smoothing of the coefficients and data by convolution with an averaging kernel.

2For convenience a proof can be found in the Appendix.
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By Oleinik’s entropy condition (3.2) the case ��t� � C	t is of special interest if the initial
data contain an up-jump. Then merely � � L����� T �� for � � � and Theorem 6.7 is only
applicable on ��� T ��IR, � � �, instead of�T . For � � �� this yields the definition of p on the
open set �T . Moreover, we see from (6.7)–(6.8) that p � H������� T ����R�R���L���T ��
C������� T �
L�

loc�IR�� for all R � � and thus admits a L�-trace p��� �� � L���T � with
p�t� �� � p��� �� as t � �� in Lrloc�IR� for all r � ����. Finally, p � L���� T 
H���

loc �IR��
and thus p��� �� � BVloc�IR�. So we have the following extension of Theorem 6.8.

Theorem 	��� Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.8 hold with the relaxation that
�� �n are only uniformly bounded in L����� T �� for each fixed � � �. Then there exist unique
reversible solutions p� pn � C���

loc ��T ��C
������� T �
L�

loc�IR�� satisfying (6.6) for all s ���� T �.
Moreover, (6.7)–(6.8) hold, p� pn are uniformly bounded in H�����T ��C

������� T �
L�
loc�IR��

and can thus be extended to C������� T �
L�
loc�IR��. The traces p��� ��� pn��� �� at t � � are

uniformly bounded in L��IR��BVloc�IR�. Finally, pn � p inCloc��T ��C���� T �
Lrloc�IR��
for all r � ����.

Proof. The statements are immediately clear by Theorems 6.7, 6.8, Remark 6.6 and the
previous considerations.

It will be useful for our adjoint calculus to extend the definition of reversible solutions to
the case where pT � B�IR� with B�IR� denoting the space of bounded functions. Clearly, Def-
inition 6.5 makes also sense in this case. The following Theorem shows that the corresponding
broad solutions are pointwise limits of Lipschitz backward solutions, if pT is the pointwise
limit of Lipschitz functions.

Theorem 	���� Let a� b be as in Theorem 6.10. Then for pT � B�IR� the corresponding
reversible solution p according to Definition 6.5 is unique, p � B��T � and satisfies (6.7). If
pTn � C����IR� is a sequence that converges boundedly everywhere to pT then the corresponding
reversible solutions pn according to Theorem 6.7 converge boundedly everywhere to p.
The proof follows easily by the definition of reversible solutions as broad solutions.

7. Proof of Lemma 5.2. We prove i) and will easily deduce ii). Throughout the proof we
will use the notations of Lemma 5.1.

Let �u � �V be fixed and �u � �V be arbitrary. In the following we write �y and �y instead of
y��
 �u� and y��
 �u� and set �y

def
� �y � �y, �u � �u� �u.

For all sufficiently small 
 � � one has �x	
def
� xs��u�� 
 ��x�� x�� with x	 as in Lemma

5.1. Our proof is based on the observation that

Z x�

x�

�y��t� x� dx � �xs��u�� xs��u�� ��y��t� �xs�� �O��
� k�ukV�k�ukV��(7.1)

In fact, let �xs � xs��u� and xs�	
def
� min	maxfxs��u�� xs��u�g, respectively. Since obviously

��y��t� �xs�� � Y���t� �xs� �u�� Y���t� �xs� �u�, we obtain by Lemma 5.1 ii)

Z x�

x�

�y��t� x� dx� �xs��u�� xs��u�� ��y��t� �xs�� �

�

Z xs��

xs��

�Y���t� x� �u�� Y���t� x� �u�� dx�

Z xs��

xs��

�Y���t� x� �u�� Y���t� x� �u�� dx

�

Z xs

xs��

�Y���t� �xs� �u�� Y���t� x� �u� � Y���t� x� �u�� Y���t� �xs� �u�� dx

�

Z xs��

xs

�Y���t� �xs� �u�� Y���t� x� �u� � Y���t� x� �u�� Y���t� �xs� �u�� dx

def
� R� �R� �R� �R��

D 
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Using the Lipschitz continuity of Y	 w.r.t. �u, cf. Lemma 4.1, we get

jR� �R�j � 
Ck�ukV

with C independent of 
. Since xs in (5.1) is Lipschitz by Lemma 5.1 and there is by Lemma
4.1 also a uniform Lipschitz constant of Y	 w.r.t. x for all �u � �V we have

jR� � R�j � Ck�uk�V

with C not depending on 
.
We now compute the left hand side of (7.1) by using an adjoint state. The difference of

(1.1) for �y and �y yields

�t�y � �x�f��y�� f��y�� � g�t� x� �y� �u��� g�t� x� �y� �u���(7.2)

We now define the functions

a
def
� f ���y�� �a�t� x�

def
�

Z �

�

f ���y�t� x� � ��y�t� x�� d�(7.3)

�b
def
� gy��� �u��� b

def
� gy��� �u���(7.4)

Then by the definition of �a��b and since g is affine linear in y we can rewrite (7.2) as

�t�y � �x��a�y� � �b�y � g�t� x� �y� �u��� g�t� x� �y� �u���(7.5)

Let �p be a test function satisfying for all � � �� R � �

�p � C������� �t�� ��R�R�� � C���� �t�
L�
loc�IR���(7.6)

Denote by ��	 the genuine backward characteristic of �y � y��
 �u� through ��t� �x	�. Then by
Lemma 5.1 ��	��� � J	 and ����t� � ����t� � ����t� � ����t� for all t � ��� �t�. By Lemma 4.4
there are � � � and � � � such that �y � Y	��� �u� on f�t� x� 	 t � ��� �t�� jx � ��	�t�j � �g if
k�uk�V � �.

Now Oleinik’s entropy condition (3.2) implies �y� �y � BV �����t�� ��R�R�� for all � � �
and R � �. Hence, the same is true for �y, �a�y. Therefore, if we multiply (7.5) by
�p satisfying (7.6) and integrate over the domain between ��	 for t � ��� �t� we may apply
integration by parts. Now �y��� �� � �u� and �p��� �� � �p��� �� in L�

loc�IR� as � � �� by
the initial condition and (7.6). Therefore, the integration by parts can be extended until � � �.
Since d

dt
��	�t� � f ���y�t� ��	�t��� this gives

Z x�

x�

�p��t� x��y��t� x� dx �

�

Z �����

�����

�p��� x��u��x� dx�

Z �t

�

Z ���t�

���t�

�y ��t�p� �a�x�p� �b�p� dxdt

�

Z �t

�

Z ���t�

���t�

�p �g�t� x� �y� �u��� g�t� x� �y� �u��� dxdt

�

Z �t

�

�p�t� ����t�� ��f
���y��y � f��y�� f��y���t� ����t�� dt

�

Z �t

�

�p�t� ����t�� �f
���y��y � f��y� � f��y���t� ����t�� dt

def
� I� � I� � I� � I� � I��

(7.7)

-
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Our aim is to choose �p as reversible solution of the adjoint equation

�t�p� �a�x�p � ��b�p� �p��t� �� � p
�t � 	�y��t� xs��u�
 �u���(7.8)

In the following, we justify that �p exists, satisfies (7.6) and study �p for �u� �u.
From the stability estimates of Theorem 3.1 we know that k�yk� �My for all �u � �V and

k�yk��loc � � as k�uk�V � ��

Hence, we have �a � L����t� uniformly bounded and �a � f ���y�
def
� a � L����t� in L�

loc���t�
as k�uk�V � �. Moreover, since f �� � � we get by Oleinik’s entropy condition (3.2) that there
exists a constant C � � with

�x�a�t� ��� �xa�t� �� �
C

t
�(7.9)

By assumption, �b� b in (7.4) do not depend on y and we have �b� b � L���� T 
C����IR�� by
(A1). Let Mu � � such that k�u�k� � Mu for all �u � �V . By (A2) gy admits a Lipschitz
constant Lg� for u� on ��Mu�Mu�

m and thus

k�b� bkL����T 	C�IR�� � Lg�k�u�k� � Lg�k�uk�V �

Denoting by �p the reversible solution of (7.8) and by p the reversible solution of (5.9) (i.e. of
(7.8) with a� b instead of �a��b), we thus obtain from Theorem 6.10 that for all � � �, R � �

�p� p � C������� �t�� ��R�R��(7.10)

and for all r � ����

�p� p in C���� �t�� ��R�R�� � C���� �t�
Lrloc�IR�� as k�uk�V � ��(7.11)

We show that even

k�p��� ��� p��� ��kC�J� � � as k�uk�V � ��(7.12)

In fact, since u� has only admissible discontinuities on Ja, there is by the definition of �V some
M� � � with �x�u�jJa �M� in the sense of distributions for all �u � �V . Since J has its closure
in Ja, there exists 
 � � such that J�� 	 Ja for the �
-neighborhood J�� of J . Moreover,
k�ak� �Ma for Ma � supjyj�My

jf ��y�j and all �u � �V . Thus, there is �� � � such that

Kp
def
� f�t� x� � ��� �t�� IR 	 dist�x� J� �Matg 	 ���� � �� J�� � ���� �t�� IR�

for all � ���� ���. The propagation speed of �y is uniformly bounded byMa for all �u � �V . Hence,
there is � ���� ��� such that �yj
��� ��J� does only depend on ��u�jJa � �u��. Smoothing �u� outside
Ja thus yields by (3.2) that �x�yj
��� ��J� �M� for some M� � � and thus �x�aj
��� ��J� �M�.
Together with (7.9) we have possibly after increasing M�

�x�ajKp
�M��

By Remark 6.6 �pjKp
depends only on the values of �a, �b on Kp. Thus, by Theorem 6.8

�p� p in C�Kp� as k�uk�V � ��

which implies (7.12).

-
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Now �p solves (7.8) a.e. by Theorem 6.10, which yields I� � �. Moreover, (6.7) yields
Mp � � with k�pk� �Mp for all �u � �V and we obtain by Lemma 4.1

jI�	�j �

Z �t

�

MpMf �� j�y�t� ��	�t��j
� dt � �tMpMf ��kY	��
 �u�� Y	��
 �u�k

�
��S�

� Ck�uk�V

with C independent of 
. Moreover, denoting the domain of integration by D we have with
(A2) and the dominated convergence Theorem

kg��� �y� �u��� g��� �y� �u��� gu���� �y� �u���u�k��D � o�k�u�k��

independently of 
. Therefore,�����I� �
Z �t

�

Z ���t�

���t�

p gu��t� x� �y� �u���u� dxdt

����� � kpk�o�k�u�k�� � Ck�p� pk��Dk�u�k�

with C independent of 
. From the backward stability of genuine backward characteristics we
find L� � � independent of 
 with j��	�t� � ��	�t�j � L�
 for all t � ��� �t�. Thus, we obtain
with the last inequality�����I� �

Z �t

�

Z ���t�

���t�

p gu��t� x� �y� �u���u� dxdt

����� � C�
� k�p� pk��D�k�ukV � o�k�ukV�

for some C � � independent of 
. Moreover, since ��	���� ��	��� � J	�����I� �
Z �����

�����

p �u� dx

����� � �L�
k�p��� ��k� � k��p� p���� ��k��Jr�J��J��k�u�k��Jr�J��J�

� k��p� p���� ��k��Jk�u�k��J

� C�
� k��p� p���� ��k��Jr�J��J� � k��p� p���� ��k��J�k�uk�V �

Using the estimates for I�� � � � � I�, R�� � � � � R� together with (7.11), (7.12) the Fréchet dif-
ferentiability of xs 	 � �V � k � k�V� �� IR and the formula for the derivative are obvious. The
derivative is also continuous. In fact, denote by �p now the reversible solution of (7.8) with
�p�t � 	��y��t� xs��u���, �a � f ���y�, �b � gy��� �u��. Then we already know that �p�t � p�t in C�IR�

as k�uk�V � � and �a, �b have the same properties as above. Thus, we obtain again that (7.11),
(7.12) hold. Together with the Lipschitz continuity of �u � ��V � k � k�V� 
��

��	��� � C���� T ��
and the definition of k�k�V this shows immediately that the derivative of xs is continuous.

ii): In this case the adjoint equation has no source term and has thus the constant reversible
solution �p � p � 	�y��t� xs��u�
 �u��. Taking � �V � k � k�V� instead of � �V � k�kV� was only neces-
sary to ensure (7.10)–(7.12), which are now trivial. The proof is now exactly as before, but less
technical since �p � p � const.

8. Differentiability in continuity points of class CBc. Now we consider the situation
where additional discontinuities are created in the initial data. More precisely, let ��t� �x� be a
continuity point of y��
u� of class CBc, i.e. outside of the shock set such that the backward
characteristic � through ��t� �x� meets t � � in a continuity point �z of u�. If �z � xi for some
i � f� � � � � Ng then u� is not necessarily differentiable at �z and a shift variation of u� can
create a discontinuity at xi, since it allows locally a variation in PC��J 
xi� with an interval J
containing xi.

D 
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We have already observed in x3.3 that the one-sided derivatives in �z satisfy (3.17). Thus,
if we define the C�-prolongations

u	�
def
� u�jf	�z��z���g � �u���z�� � u����z����� �z��jf	�z��z���g�(8.1)

then there are z� � �z � z�, �� � � � such that (4.1) holds for u	� instead of u�. Thus, Lemma
4.1 is applicable foru	� instead ofu� yielding �Y	� Z	� V	� S	���� J� �YC�u	� � u�� �z�� z���.
Now it is obvious, that for � � � small enough and

V � f�u � ��u�� �u�� � V 	 k�u� ukV � �g � V
def
� PC��J 
 �z�� L���� T 
C��IR�m�(8.2)

the mappings

�u � V 
�� �Z	� Y	���� �u
	
� � �u�� � C�S	��(8.3)

are continuously differentiable. The next Lemma shows that piecing together Y	 along � yields
a first order approximation of y��� �u� in u for �u � V .

Lemma ���� Let ��t� �x� be a continuity point of y��
u� outside of the shock set such that
the backward characteristic � through ��t� �x� meets t � � in a continuity point �z of u�. Let
z� � �z � z�, �Y	� Z	� V	� S	���� J� � YC�u	� � u�� �z�� z��� and V�V be defined as in
(8.2) for � � � small enough. Then the mapping

�u � V 
�� �y��
 �u� � C�S� � fx � ��t�g� � C�S� � fx � ��t�g�

�y�t� x
 �u�
def
�


Y��t� x� �u

�
� jJ � �u��� �t� x� � S� � fx � ��t�g

Y��t� x� �u
�
� jJ � �u��� �t� x� � S� � fx � ��t�g

(8.4)

is continuously Fréchet differentiable.
For anyM� � � there areR � �, � � � and a neighborhood �I ��x�� x�� of �x such that with

�V
def
� f��u�� �u�� � L��IR��L���� T 
C��IR�m� 	 ��u�jJ � �u�� � V�

k�u� � u�k��IRnJ �M�� k�u� � u�k��
�R�R�nJ � �g�

for all r � ���� holds

lim
�u� �V

ku�ukV��

ky��t� �
 �u�� �y��t� �
 �u�kr�I
k�u� ukV

� ��

In particular, �u � � �V � k � kV� 
�� y��t� �
 �u� � Lr��I� is Fréchet differentiable at u.
Proof. The construction of J , V , Z	 and Y	 was already justified above. Set J	 �

J �f��z � �z� � �g. Moreover, since (8.3) are continuously Fréchet differentiable the same is
true for (8.4). Since ��t� x� is a continuity point outside the shock set we know that (4.1) holds
on an interval J containing �z for u� (and also for u	� instead of u�) and we obtain as at the
beginning of the proof of Lemma 4.4 x� � �x � x� such that

y��t� x
u� � �y��t� x
u� � x � �I
def
� �x�� x���

Given M� � � and 
 � � we thus find by 4.4 ii) R � � and � � � such that after a possible
reduction of � (and hence V ) holds

y��t� x
 �u� � �y��t� x
 �u� �x � �I n ��x� 
	�� �x� 
	��� � �u � �V �(8.5)

Hereby we have used, that �u�jJ� � �u	� jJ� . One easily sees that R � � and � � � can be
chosen independent from 
 � �. For 
 � � small enough the genuine backward characteristics
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��	 of y��
 �u� through ��t� �x � 
� satisfy ��	��� � Z	��t� �x � 
� �u� � J and thus for all genuine
backward characteristics � through ��t� x�, jx � �xj � 
 holds ���� � J . Let x be an arbitrary
continuity point with jx� �xj � 
 and set ���� � z. Then clearly

jy��t� x
 �u�� y��t� x
u�j � jv��t
 z� �u��z�� �u��� v��t
 z� u��z�� u��j

� Lxj���t
 z� �u��z�� �u��� ���t
 z� u��z�� u��j

� � � Lx�L�j�u��z�� u��z�j� k�u� � u�kL����T 	C�IR����

whereLx is a Lipschitz constant of y��t� �
u� on �I andL is a Lipschitz constant of v, cf. Lemma
3.3. Moreover, using the local Lipschitz continuity of (8.3) we obtain with a constant LY � �

j�y��t� x
 �u�� y��t� x
u�j � max
�
jY	��t� x� �u

	
� � �u��� Y	��t� x� u

	
� � u��j

�
� LY k�u� ukV �

This together gives for r � ����

ky��t� �
 �u�� �y��t� �
 �u�kr�I � C 
�	r k�u� ukV

with C � � independent of �u � �V and 
. The proof is complete by letting 
 tend to zero.

9. Differentiability on the boundary of rarefaction waves (case RBc). In a last step
we consider continuity points ��t� �x� of class RBc, i.e. outside the shock set and on the
boundary of a rarefaction wave. If ��t� �x� is for concreteness on the left boundary of a rar-
efaction wave then the backward characteristic meets t � � in a discontinuity �z � xi of
u� with u��xi�� � u��xi�� and (3.9), (3.10) hold with �w � u��xi��. Finally (3.17)
holds for the left sided, (3.20) for the right sided derivative, respectively. Hence, we get
�Yr�W� V�� S����� Jw� � YR�u� �t� �z� �w�� w��� by Lemma 4.5 for suitable w� � �w � w�

and �Y�� Z�� V�� S����� J� � YC�u�� � u�� �z�� z��� by Lemma 4.1 for suitable z� � �z � z�,
where u�� is the C�-prolongation (8.1). For V according to (8.2) with � � � small enough
we can achieve that �u � V implies �u� � V� and ��u�� � �u�� � V�. Now it is obvious that
Y���� �u� and Yr��� �u�� can be glued together continuously along the forward characteris-
tic ���t�

def
� ��t
 �z� �u���z��� �u��, for all �u � V yielding a classical solution on �S� � fx �

���t�g� � �S� � fx � ���t�g�. The next Lemma shows that this function coincides locally with
y��
 �u�.

Lemma ���� Let ��t� �x� be a continuity point of y��
u� outside the shock set on the
boundary of a rarefaction wave, i.e. the backward characteristic meets t � � in �z � xi with
u���z�� � u���z�� and (3.9), (3.10) hold with �w � u���z�� or �w � u���z��.
Given M� � � there are � � �, R � � and � � � such that with V according to (8.2) and �V
as in Lemma 8.1 the following holds:
��
def
� ���
 �z� �u��z��� �u�� is on ��� �t� for all �u � �V a genuine forward characteristic of y��
 �u�

through ��� �z�. Furthermore:
i) If �w � u���z�� then let �Y�� Z�� V�� S����� J� � YC�u�� � u�� �z�� z��� as well as

�Yr�W� V�� S����� Jw� � YR�u� �t� �z� �w�� w��� be defined as explained above. Then
there is a neighborhood �I ��x�� x�� of �x such that for all �u � �V holds

y��t� x
 �u�
def
�


Y���t� x� �u

�
� � �u��� x ��x�� ����t��

Yr��t� x� �u��� x ������t�� x��
(9.1)

If �V is equipped with the norm

k��u�� �u��kV
def
� k�u�kC��J��

� k�u�kL����T 	C��IR���

where J�
def
� J � fz � �zg then

�u � � �V � k � kV� 
�� y��t� �
 �u� � Lr��I�(9.2)

D 
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is continuously Fréchet differentiable for all r � ���� with derivative

duy��t� �
 �u� � ��u�� �u�� � ��x�����t�

�duY���t� �� �u

�
� � �u�� � ��u�jJ� � �u���

� �����t��x�

�du�Yr��t� �� �u�� � �u���

ii) If �w � u���z�� a completely analogous result holds with left state Yr and right state Y�
obtained from �Y�� Z�� V�� S����� J� � YC�u�� � u�� �z�� z���.
Proof. We only sketch the proof, since it is similar to the proof of Lemma 8.1. First, we

obtain that (9.1) holds for u and an appropriate neighborhood �I of �x. For given M� � � and

 � � we conclude by applying Lemmas 4.4, 4.8 that (9.1) holds also on �I � fjx� �xj � 
	�g
for all �u � �V with �V as in Lemma 8.1 and V as in (8.2). Hence, y��t� x
 �u� depends for
x � ��x� 
� �x� 
� only on the values of �u� on J�. But glueing together Y���� �u� and Yr��� �u��
along �� yields a classical solution that is compatible with the initial data �u�jJ� and coincides
with y��
 �u� along all genuine backward characteristics through ��t� x�, x � �I n ��x � 
� �x � 
�.
Hence, (9.1) holds by the uniqueness of entropy solutions.
From (9.1) the continuous differentiability of (9.2) is obvious, since by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.5
the mappings �u � � �V � k � kV� 
�� �Y���t� �
 �u

�
� � �u��� Yr��t� �
 �u��� � C��I�� are continuously

Fréchet differentiable, the functions on the right remain bounded in C���I� on �V and ����t�
depends Lipschitz continuously on �u. The formula for the derivative is obvious.

10. Shift-differentiability and a sensitivity calculus for entropy solutions. In this sec-
tion we will use the results of the previous sections to prove the shift-differentiability result
for entropy solutions already outlined in the introduction. As a consequence we obtain a sen-
sitivity calculus which is based on shift-variations. As in Lemma 5.2 we make the additional
assumption
(A4) g is affine linear w.r.t. y.

Then we obtain the following evolution result for shift-variations:
Theorem ���� Let (A1)–(A4) hold. Let u� � PC��IR
x�� � � � � xN � with x� �

� � � � xN , and let u� � L���� T 
C��IR�m�. For u � �u�� u�� let y�u� � L���T � �
C���� T �
L�

loc�IR�� be the entropy solution of (1.1). Finally, let I � �a� b�, a � b, and �t ���� T �
such that y��t� �
u� has no shock generation points on I and finitely many shocks on I at
a � �x� � � � � � �xK � b that are no shock interaction points.
Let W

def
� PC��IR
x�� � � � � xN �� L���� T 
C��IR�m�� IRN be equipped with the norm

k�w�� w�� �kW � kw�kPC��IR	x����� �xN � � kw�kL�����t	C��IR�� � kk��

Then the mapping

�w�� w�� � �W 
�� y��t� �
u� � S�xi�
u� �w�� �� u� � w��jI(10.1)

is shift-differentiable w.r.t. �w�� w�� � at � and the shift-derivative Ts��� � Dsy��t
u� satisfies
Ts��� � L�W�PC�I
 �x�� � � � � �x �K� � IRK�, where �x� � � � � � �x �K contain in addition to
�x�� � � � � �xK all points in I of type CBc.

If all xi, i � � � � � � N , are discontinuities of u�, i.e. u��xi�� �� u��xi��, then (10.1)
is continuously shift-differentiable on fk�w� �kW � �g for � � � sufficiently small and
Ts��� � L�W�PC�I
 �x�� � � � � �xK�� IRK�.

Formula for the shift-derivative. The shift derivative ��y� �s� � Ts��� � ��w�� �w�� s�
is given as follows: With �x�

def
� a, �xK��

def
� b, denote by �	k the minimal/maximal backward

characteristic through ��t� �xk�, k � �� � � � �K � , by Sk the domain confined by ��k and
��k��, k � �� � � � �K , by Dk the domain confined by ��k and ��k , k � � � � � �K , and set
Ik � Dcl

k � ft � �g. Let �Y on all Sk be the broad solution of the linearized equation

�t�Y � �x�f
��y��Y � � gy�t� x� y� u���Y � gu��t� x� y� u���u�(10.2)

D 
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with initial conditions

�Y � �w� on Sclk n fxig � �Y � � on Sclk � fxig(10.3)

according to Remarks 4.3 and 4.7, respectively. Moreover, let p on each Dk be the reversible
solution of the adjoint equation

�tp� f ��y��xp � �gy�t� x� y� u��p� p��t� �� � 	�y��t� �xk
u���(10.4)

Then ��y� �s� � Ts��� � ��w�� �w�� s� is given by

�y � �Y ��t� ��(10.5)

�sk � �p��� ��� �w����Ik �
X
xi
Ik

p��� xi��u��xi���si � �p gu��t� x� y� u��� �w����Dk
�(10.6)

Proof. The proof has three parts. We consider first shock points, then continuity points.
Step 1: We show first the shift-differentiability in a neighborhood of a shock point. Set

y � y��
u�. By assumption, y��t� �� contains on I finitely many shocks at �x�� � � � � �xK satisfying
the assumptions of Lemma 5.1 or Corollary 5.3. Let us for concreteness assume that �xk is of
type CcCc, i.e. satisfies the scenario of Lemma 5.1. The case where left and/or right state lie
on a rarefaction wave can be treated very similar using Corollary 5.3.

Thus, for �x � �xk Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 are applicable. We verify that with the notations of
Lemma 5.1 for k�w� �kW � �, � � � sufficiently small, holds

us
def
� �u� � ws

�� u� � w�� � �V � k�ws
�� w��kV � C k�w� �kW for ws

� � S�xi�
u� �w�� ��(10.7)

In fact, there is � � � with ws�jJ� � w�jJ� whenever kk� � �. Moreover, for all R � �

kS�xi�
u� �w�� �k��
�R�R� � �Rkw�k� � �ky��t� �
u�k�kk� � C k�w� �kW �

Hence, for sufficiently small � � � (10.7) is obvious and Lemma 5.1 as well as i) of Lemma
5.2 hold with �u � us in (10.7) if k�w� �kW � �. As a consequence, y��t� �
us� has in a
neighborhood �I ��x�� x�� of �x the form (5.2) and the shock position xs�us� in (5.1) depends
by (10.7) and Lemma 5.1 ii) Lipschitz continuously on �w� � � W . To cover also i) of
Lemma 5.2 we choose the open neighborhood J 	 Ja in i) such that it contains all admissible
discontinuities of u� between J� and J�. Then (10.7) holds with �V � �V instead of �V �V and for
ws
� � S

�xi�
u� �w�� � replaced by �ws

�
def
� S

�xi�
u��w�

�w�� �. In fact, since S�xi�
u��w�

�w�� � shifts only
admissible discontinuities without creating additional ones, there are ML � �, � � � such that
k�w� �kW � � implies �ws�jJ��Jr � w�jJ��Jr and �x�u� � �ws

��jJa �ML.
We show that �w� � �W 
�� xs�u

s� is Fréchet differentiable at �. Consider ��w� s� �W
with k��w� s�kW � � and set �u � �u� � �ws

�� u� � �w��, �u � �u� � � �ws
�� u� � �w�� with

�ws
� � S�xi�

u� ��w�� s�� � �ws
� � S

�xi�
u��w�

��w�� s��(10.8)

Then for k��w� s�kW � � Lemma 5.2 i) holds with �u instead of �u and we obtain

jxs��u�� xs�u�� duxs�u� � �� �w
s
�� �w��j � o�k�w� skW ��

Moreover, by (10.8) it holds

k� �ws
� � �ws

�k� � k�� �ws
�� �w��� ��ws

�� �w��kV �
NX
i��

j�w��xi��j jsij � C k��w� s�k�W
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and thus by the Lipschitz continuity of (5.1) also

jxs��u�� xs�u�� duxs�u���w
s
�� �w��j � o�k��w� s�kW �

where we utilize that by Lemma 5.2

jduxs�u� � �� �w
s
� � �ws

�� ��j � kp��� ��k�k� �w
s
� � �ws

�k� � o�k��w� s�kW ��

Finally, we have again by Lemma 5.2 with �sk according to (10.6)

jduxs�u� � ��w
s
�� �w��� �skj �

X
xi
Ik

�u��xi���

����
Z xi�si

xi

jp��� x�� p��� xi�j dx

���� � o�ksk���

where we have used that p��� x� is continuous in all admissible discontinuities xi, cf. (7.12).
This concludes the proof that

�w�� w�� � �W 
�� xs�u
s�(10.9)

is Fréchet differentiable in � with derivative (10.6). We can now show that

�w�� w�� � �W 
�� y��t� �
us�jI(10.10)

is shift-differentiable at �. We know that (5.2) holds on k�w� �kW � �. Hereby, the mappings
�u � � �V � k � kV� 
�� Y	��t� �� �u�jJ	� �u�� � C��I� are continuously differentiable. We have
already observed that ws

�jJ� � w�jJ� on k�w� �kW � � and deduce directly from (10.7) that

�w�� w�� � �W 
�� Y	��t� �� u
s
�jJ� � u

s
�� � C��I�(10.11)

are continuously differentiable on k�w� �kW � �. According to Remark 4.3

�Y	
def
� �duY	��� u� � ��w�jJ� � �w���jS�(10.12)

are on S	 broad solutions of the variational equation (10.2) and satisfy on J	 � Scl	 �ft � �g
the initial condition (10.3). Set now

�y � �Y���t� ��j�x��xs�u�
 � �Y���t� ��j�xs�u��x�
(10.13)

as claimed in (10.5). With �y��t� ��
def
� Y���t� �� �u�j�x���x
�Y���t� �� �u�j��x�x�
 and �y��t� �� � y��t� �
 �u�

we get by (10.12), (10.13) that k�y��t� ��� y��t� ��� �yk��I � o�k�w� skW � and thus

k�y��t� ��� y��t� ��� S
��xk�
y��t�����y� �s�k��I

�

� k�y��t� ��� �y��t� ��� sgn��sk��y��t� �x����I��x��x��sk�k��I � o�k�w� skW ��
(10.14)

Using (5.2) and the definition of �y we obtain

�y��t� ��jI � �y��t� ��jI � sgn�xs��u�� �x��Y���t� �� �u�� Y���t� �� �u���I��x�xs�u��(10.15)

and since Y	��t� �� �� are Lipschitz continuous at ��x� u� by Lemma 4.1, we have

kY���t� �� �u�� Y���t� �� �u�� �y��t� �x��k��I��x�xs�u��
� O�k��w� s�kW ��(10.16)

Oleinik’s entropy condition yields �y��t� �x�� � �y��t� �x��� and thus we have by (10.15), (10.16)

k�y��t� ��� �y��t� ��� sgn��sk��y��t� �x����I��x��x��sk�k��I �

� �y��t� �x���j�x� �sk � xs��u�j� O�k��w� s�k�W � � o�k��w� s�kW ��
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Inserting this in (10.14) yields the shift-differentiability of (10.10) on �I with ��yjI � �sk� �
Ts�I ������w� s� according to (10.5), (10.6). As mentioned above shock points with a rarefaction
wave as left and/or right state can be treated similar with Corollary 5.3.

Step 2: We show that (10.10) is even continuously shift-differentiable on fk�w� �kW � �g
for sufficiently small � � �. In fact, on fk�w� �kW � �g the function on the right hand side
of (10.10) is of the form (5.2). Fix an arbitrary �w� � �W , k�w� �kW � �, and consider the
corresponding control

�us�� u
s
�� � us

def
� �u� � S�xi�

u�
�w�� �� u� � w��(10.17)

Then us� is again piecewise C�, and us� has the same regularity as u�. Moreover,

u� � S�xi�
u�

�w� � �w��  � s� � us� � S
�xi��i�
us�

��w�� s��

i.e. varying ��w� s� produces a shift variation of us�. Thus, the arguments of Step 1 show
that (10.10) is also shift-differentiable at �w� �. As above, the shift-derivative ���ysjI � �s

s� �

Ts�I �w� � � ��w� s� on �I is given by (10.5), (10.6) with u� y� xi replaced by us� y��
us�� xsi �
xi � i. Consequently, it suffices to show the continuity of the shift-derivative in �. The
continuity of (10.9) and (10.11) implies the continuity of �w� � 
�� y��t� xs�u

s��
us� for us

according to (10.17). It remains to show that �w� � � W 
�� Ts�I �w� � � L�W�Lr��I�� IR�
is continuous for some r � . Since (10.9) is continuous and (10.11) are continuously
Fréchet differentiable, it is obvious from (10.12), (10.13) with us instead of u that the mapping
�w� � � W 
�� ��ysjI � Lr��I� depends continuously on �w� � �W in a neighborhood of �
for all r �����.
Finally, using (10.6) and denoting the extreme backward characteristics of y through ��t� xs�u��
by �	 and of ys

def
� y��
us� through ��t� xs�u

s�� by �s	, we obtain

j�ssk � �skj � kps��� ��� p��� ��k��Ikk�w�k��Ik
� �k�� � �s�k��
���t�

� k�� � �s�k��
���t�
�

� �kps��� ��k��J��J�
k�w�k��J��J�

� kps gu���� y
s� us��k����t

k�w�k����t
�

� kps gu���� y
s� us��� p gu���� y� u��k��Dk

kw�k��Dk

�
X
xi
Ik

�j�us��x
s
i ��� � �u��xi���jjps��� x

s
i �j� j�u��xi���jjps��� x

s
i �� p��� xi�j� jsij�

where p is the reversible solution of (10.4) and ps the reversible solution of (10.4) for ys instead
of y and xs�us� instead of �xk � xs�u�. We deduce

sup
k�w�s�kW��

j�ssk � �skj � � as k�w� �kW � �

from the following observations. By (5.2) and the continuity of (10.9), (10.11) it follows that
k�s	 � �	k��
���t�

� � as k�w� �kW � �. Moreover, ys is bounded in L� with ys � y in

L�
loc��T � and exactly the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 5.2 i) show with Theorem

6.10 that for all � � �, R � � holds ps� p � C������� �t�� ��R�R�� and for all r � ����

ps � p in C���� �t�� ��R�R�� � C���� �t�
Lrloc�IR�� as k�w� �kW � ��

In particular, we obtain kps gu���� y
s� us��� p gu���� y� u��k��Dk

� � by the Lebesgue domi-
nated convergence Theorem and a subsequence-subsequence argument, since gu� is by (A2) a
Caratheodory function. To estimate the sum in the last term we observe that �us��xi � i�� �
�u��xi�� for kk� small enough. We still have to show that jps��� xi � i� � p��� xi�j � �
if �u��xi��� �� �. Remind that ps��� ��, p��� �� are continuous in the admissible discontinu-
ities xi � i, xi of us� and u�, cf. (7.12). Fix an arbitrarily small � � �. We know that
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p��� �� � C���
loc �IR� and that kps��� ��� p��� ��kC�
�R�R�� � �. Let �, �s be the shocks of y, ys

emanating from xi and xi � i, respectively. Clearly, for all � � � sufficiently small y��� ��
satisfies the framework of Lemma 5.1 in a neighborhood of ����. Hence, we know from the
first part of the proof that �s���� ���� as k�w� �kW � �. p�t� ��t�� and ps�t� �s�t�� satisfy
by Remarks 6.4, 6.6 an ordinary differential equation of the form (6.6). We thus obtain

jps��� x
s
i �� p��� xi�j � jps��� �s����� p��� �����j

� � kp gu���� y� u��� ps gu���� y
s� us��k��Dk

and the right hand side becomes arbitrarily small for � and k�w� �kW sufficiently small.
Step 3: It remains to consider the continuity points. Since y��t� �
u� contains no shock

generation points, all continuity points satisfy the scenario of Lemma 4.4, 4.8, 8.1 or 9.1,
respectively, corresponding to the cases Cc, Rc, CBc, and RBc. In case Cc there are by Lemma
4.4 ii) �I ��x�� x��� �x and z� � �z � z� such that for �Y�Z� V� S� J� � YC�u� �t� �z�� z���
obtained by Lemma 4.1 holds

y��t� �
 �u�jI � Y ��t� �
 �u�jJ � �u��jI(10.18)

for all �u � �V with �V defined in Lemma 4.4 ii). Hereby, xi 	� J , i � � � � � � N . LetM� � � be
chosen large enough in the definition of �V . Then we find � � � such that on fk�w� �kW � �g

with us in (10.7) holds us�jJ � �u� � w��jJ � C��J� and moreover us � �V . Hence, (10.18)
holds on fk�w� �kW � �g and it follows by Lemma 4.1 that

�w� � �W 
�� y��t� �
us�jI � C��I�(10.19)

is continuously Fréchet differentiable on fk�w� �kW � �g. From Lemma 4.1 we have with
Remark 4.3 that

�Y
def
� �duY ��� u���w�jJ � �w���jS

is the broad solution of the linearized state equation (10.2) on S for initial data (10.3). Hence,
the derivative of (10.19) in � is given by (10.5).

In case CBc Lemma 8.1 can be applied. Then �z � xi and u� is continuous (but not
necessarily differentiable) in xi. Let �I ��x�� x��� �x, J with �z � ���� � J , S	, Y	 and
�V be given according to Lemma 8.1. Then for � � � sufficiently small we have us � �V on
fk�w� �kW � �g, since us�jJ � �u� � w��jJ � PC��J 
 �z�. Hence,

�w� � �W 
�� y��t� �
us� � Lr��I�(10.20)

is by Lemma 8.1 Fréchet differentiable at � for all r � ���� and the derivative coincides with
the derivative of �w� � � W 
�� �y��t� �
us� � Lr��I� where �y is defined in (8.4). Using (8.4),
the derivative of (10.20) is thus clearly

du�y��t� �
u� � ��w�jJ � �w�� � �Y���t� ��j�x���x
 � �Y���t� ��j��x�x�

def
� �y(10.21)

where with S	��
def
� S	 � f��x� ��t�� � �g and the prolongations u	� and w	� as in (8.1)

�Y	 � �duY	��
u
	
� jJ � u�� � ��w

	
� jJ � �w���jS��� �

Since � is a genuine forward characteristic of y��� u� through ��� �z�, it is clear that �Y	 depend
in S	�� only on the values of u�� �w� on J � f��x � �z� � �g, respectively and are thus by
Remark 4.3 on S	�� broad solutions of the linearized state equation (10.2) for initial values
(10.3). Hence, (10.21) is exactly (10.5) on �I .
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If �x is a continuity point on a rarefaction wave (case Rc) or on the boundary of a rarefaction
wave (case RBc) then Lemma 4.8 or 9.1 is applicable. Now the Fréchet differentiability of
(10.19) or (10.20) can be proven completely analogous. In case Rc (10.19) is continuously
Fréchet differentiable on fk�w� �kW � �g, � � � small enough, in case RBc at least (10.20)
is continuously Fréchet differentiable for all r � ����. On the rarefaction wave the broad
solution �Y of (10.2) in (10.5) is now defined according to Remark 4.7 and satisfies thus the
initial condition (10.3).

Combining now the shift-differentiability of (10.10) in a neighborhood of a shock point and
the Fréchet differentiability of (10.19) or (10.20), respectively, in a neighborhood of continuity
points, the shift-differentiability of (10.1) in � is obvious by selecting a finite covering of I .
Moreover, we have shown that ��y� �s� � Ts��� � ��w� s� is actually given by (10.5), (10.6). By
using the local properties of the derivatives according to Lemmas 4.1 and 4.5 we conclude that
Ts��� � L�W�PC�I
 �x�� � � � � �x �K �� IRK� with ��xk� comprising the shock locations and the
points of class CBc.

Consider finally the case that u��xi�� �� u��xi�� for all xi. Then the scenario of
Lemma 8.1, i.e. case CBc, does not occur. We have seen that (10.10) is continuously shift-
differentiable and (10.19) in the cases Cc, Rc or at least (10.20) for all r � ���� in the case
RBc are continuously Fréchet differentiable on fk�w� �kW � �g, � � � sufficiently small.
Hence, we obtain in fact continuous shift-differentiability of (10.1) on fk�w� �kW � �g by
choosing a finite covering of I by intervals �I .

Remark ���� At the boundary of a rarefaction wave and along the backward character-
istic through points ��t� �x� of class CBc the broad solutions of the linearized equation according
to Remark 4.3 or 4.7 can not be pieced together continuously. Nevertheless, the obtained broad
solution is a weak solution across the jump, since obviously the jump condition is satisfied.

Remark ���� With the proper definition of f ��y� along shocks weak solutions of (4.10)
can also be defined on the domains Dk confined by the extreme backward characteristics.
However, since the broad solutions to both sides of a shock do in general not satisfy the jump
condition across shocks, �Y is a measure with singular part at shocks. This reflects the fact that
the mapping u 
�� y��
u� is at best differentiable in Mloc�IR�–w�. For the conservative case
(i.e. gy � �, gu� � �) the concept of duality solutions introduced in [1] yields solutions of this
type for conservative transport equations with discontinuous coefficient. See also [11].

10.1. Differentiability of tracking-type functionals. Using Lemma 2.3 and Theorem
10.1 we get the Fréchet differentiability of a large class of tracking-type functionals (1.2).

Theorem ���� Let the assumptions of Theorem 10.1 hold and let J�y��t� �
u�� be
defined as in (1.2) with � � C���

loc �IR
�� and yd � L��I� being approximately continuous in

�x�� � � � � �xK . Then the functional

�w�� w�� � �W 
�� J�y��t� �
u� � S�xi�
u� �w�� �� u� � w���

def
� �J�w�� w�� �

is Fréchet differentiable at �. The derivative can be computed by (2.2) with �y � y��t� �
u�
and �y, �sk according to (10.5) and (10.6). Moreover, if yd is continuous in a neighborhood
of �x�� � � � � �xK and if x�� � � � � xN are discontinuities of u� then the mapping is continuously
Fréchet differentiable on fk�w� �kW � �g for � � � sufficiently small.

11. Adjoint calculus for tracking-type functionals. Although the shift-differential is
very useful for analytical purposes, the derivative of tracking-type functionals (1.2) can be
much more conveniently computed via the adjoint state.

Theorem ����� Let the assumptions of Theorem 10.4 hold and let yd be PC�. Then

d �J��� � ��w� s� � �p��� ��� �w���� �pgu���� y� u��� �w������t
�

NX
i��

p��� xi��u��xi���si�(11.1)

D 

D 

D 
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where p is the reversible solution according to Theorem 6.11 of the adjoint equation

�tp� f ��y��xp � �gy�t� x� y� u��p� p��t� �� � p
�t(11.2)

p
�t�x� � ��y�x�

def
�

 R �
�
�y�y��t� x�� � � �y��t� x��� yd�x�� d�� x � I

� else
(11.3)

With the domains Sk, Dk from Theorem 10.1 holds pjDk
� C����Dk � ft � �g� for all � � �.

Moreover pjSk is piecewise C��� on Sk � ft � �g for all � � � with discontinuities along the
backward characteristics emanating from discontinuities of yd. This remains true for � � � on
all Dk, Sk that contain no rarefaction wave.

Proof. All statements on the differentiability of �J are a direct consequence of Theorem
10.4. It remains to justify (11.1). Let p be the reversible solution of (11.2), (11.3) according
to Theorem 6.11. p is by Definition 6.5 and Remark 6.4 transported along the backward
characteristics. Hence, the values of p�t on an interval �x�� x�� determine the values of p in the
domain confined by the minimal/maximal backward characteristic through x	, respectively.
Thus, p vanishes outside the domain confined by the genuine backward characteristics through
the continuity points ��t� a� and ��t� b�. Moreover, p coincides on each Dk with the reversible
solution of (11.2) for end data p��t� �� � p�t��xk� and is thus the reversible solution of Lemma
5.2 i) used in Theorem 10.1, (10.6) multiplied by ��y��xk��y��t� �xk��, cf. (11.3). Hence, (2.2),
(10.5), (10.6) and Theorem 10.1 yield

d �J��� � ��w� s� � �p
�t� �y���I �

NX
i��

p��� xi��u��xi���si

�

KX
k��

�
�p gu���� y� u��� �w����Dk

� �p��� ��� �w����Ik

�
�

(11.4)

For the second term we have used that all admissible discontinuities xi are contained in the
union of Ik � Dcl

k � ft � �g, k � � � � � �K .
We still have to rewrite the first expression on the right hand side by means of the adjoint

state. Fix an arbitrary stripe Sk. Since y is continuous on Sk, all characteristics are genuine. If
Sk contains backward characteristics emanating at t � �t from the finitely many discontinuities
of yd in I or forward characteristics emanating from ��� xi� with u��xi�� � u��xi�� these
characteristics divide Sk in finitely many substripes. Consider one of these substripes S. Then
there are x� � x� such that S is the domain confined by the maximal/minimal backward
characteristic through ��t� x	�, respectively, and Remark 4.3 applies with Y � y��
u� outside,
Remark 4.7 with Yr � y��
u� inside of rarefaction waves. By the choice of S we have
y��t� ��� yd � C�����x�� x��� and thus the function p�t in (11.3) is in C�����x�� x���. Since the
reversible solution p of (11.2) depends on S only on p�tj�x��x�
, we conclude exactly as in the
proof of Lemma 5.2 that pjS � C����S�ft � �g��C���� �t�� L�

loc�IR�� for all � � �. Remarks
4.3 and 4.7 yield thus (4.11) for D � S � ft � �g. Since the L�-traces of p and y exist at
t � � and pjS satisfies (11.2) a.e. by Theorem 6.7, (4.11) gives for � � �

�p
�t� �y����x��x�
 � �p��� ��� �w����Sclft��g � �p gu��t� x� Y� u��� �w����S �

The boundary terms along the confining characteristics �	 drop out, since the outer normal
�n�� n��

T is a multiple of �f ��y�t� �	�t������T . Summing over all stripes S and inserting the
result in (11.4) yields (11.1).
We already know from Theorem 6.10 that for all � � � holds pjDk

� C����Dk � ft � �g�
and that pjSk is piecewise C��� on Sk � ft � �g with discontinuities along the backward
characteristics emanating from discontinuities of yd and that the same holds for � � �whenever
Sk or Dk contains no rarefaction wave.D 
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We finally show that the nondegeneracy assumptions of Theorem 10.1 hold for almost all
�t � ��� T � under slightly stronger smoothness assumptions on �u�� u��.

Theorem ����� Let (A1)–(A3) hold and assume in addition that f is C� and g �
L���� T 
C�

loc�IR � IR � IRm�. If u� � PC��IR
x�� � � � � xN �, u� � L���� T 
C�
loc�IR�

m�
then the assumptions of Theorem 10.1 hold for almost all �t � ��� T �.

Proof. By [8, Lem. 4.1, Cor. 4.2] the set of shocks is at most countable and for each shock
� the functions t 
� y�t� ��t��� are continuous outside of an at most countable set. Thus, for
all except countably many times �t ���� T � for all shocks � the functions t 
� y�t� ��t��� are
continuous at �t and the extreme backward characteristics through ��t� ���t�� do not propagate at
the boundary of a rarefaction wave or reach t � � in one of the points xi, i � � � � � � N , where
u� is continuous. Denote by B 	��� T � the set of all �t having this property. Fix some �t � B. If
all shocks satisfy the framework of Lemma 5.1 or Corollary 5.3 then y��t� �� has obviously only
finitely many shocks on each compact interval I and Theorem 10.1 is applicable.

Now assume that there exists a shock � and a set R 	 B with outer measure ���R� � �
such that � does for all �t � R not satisfy the framework of Lemma 5.1 or Corollary 5.3. Fix an
arbitrary density point �t � R of R with respect to ��.

Assume for concreteness that � has no rarefaction wave as left or right state at time �t.
Since t 
� y�t� ��t��� are continuous at �t, this holds also for all times t in a sufficiently close
neighborhood S of �t and since �t � R is a density point of R, we may reduce R such that R �
R�S. By assumption (3.20) must be violated for all �t � R with �z being one of the intersection
points z	 � �	��
 �t� ���t�� of the minimal or maximal backward characteristic of y through
��t� ���t�� with ft � �g. Without restriction assume that for all �t � R (3.20) is violated on the
left side of the shock, i.e. z��t� def

� �z � ����
 �t� ���t��. Then with F �t� z�
def
� d

dz ��t
 z� u��z�� u��
we must have

F ��t� z��t�� � �� F �t� z��t�� � �� � � t � �t � �t � R�(11.5)

Since genuine backward characteristics may not intersect, the mapping t � S 
� z�t� is
strictly monotone decreasing and thus almost everywhere differentiable. Without restriction,
we may thus reduce R such that z�t� is differentiable in all �t � R and still ���R� � �. Now
let �t � R be a density point of R with respect to �� and set �z � z��t�. Since F �t� z� �
���t
 z� u��z�� u�
 � u

�
��z�� �� we obtain from (3.13) that F is continuously differentiable w.r.t.

t, and since u� is C� in a neighborhood of �z we conclude by using Lemma 3.3 and applying
Proposition 3.2 to (3.13) that �t� z� 
� ��t
 z� u��z�� u�� is C� in a neighborhood Q of ��t� �z�.
Moreover, we know from x3.3 that �tF ��t� �z� �� � and hence by (11.5) that �tF ��t� �z� � �,
cf. also [8, Lem. 5.5]. Since �t � R is a density point of R, there exists a strictly monotone
increasing sequence �tk� 	 R with tk � �t. By the continuity of t 
� y�t� ��t��� in �t and the
stability of genuine backward characteristics we have z�tk� � z��t� � �z as k � � and thus
eventually �tk� z�tk�� � Q. Now we get by (11.5) and �tF ��t� �z� � �

� � lim
k��

F �tk� z�tk��� F ��t� z��t��

tk � �t
� �tF ��t� �z� � �zF ��t� �z� �z��t� � �zF ��t� �z� �z��t�

and deduce from �z��t� � � that �zF ��t� �z� � d�

dz� ��
�t
 z� u��z�� u��jz��z � �. Hence, we obtain

from z�tk�� z��t� � �z that for all sufficiently large k

���t
 z�tk�� u��z�tk��� u�� � ���t
 z��t�� u��z��t��� u�� � ���t��

i.e. the continuation of the genuine characteristic through �tk� ��tk�� intersects the genuine
backward characteristic through ��t� ���t�� at some time t ��tk� �t� and must thus intersect the
shock � a second time on �tk� �t�. This is impossible, since the angle between the genuine
backward characteristics and � is bounded away from zero independently of k and also the
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curvature of the continuation of the characteristics is uniformly bounded. Hence, the assumption
was wrong and the hypotheses of Lemma 5.1 can not be violated on a set of nonzero measure.
Applying a similar argument in the case of a rarefaction wave as left or right state concludes
the proof.

12. Conclusions and future work. We have presented a sensitivity calculus for entropy
solutions of hyperbolic conservation laws with source terms that is based on a first order
approximation by shift-variations. The obtained shift-differentiability result for the control-to-
state mapping implies differentiability properties for a large class of tracking type functionals.
For this class of functionals we have derived a gradient representation by using the adjoint
state. Hereby, the adjoint state is the unique reversible solution of a transport equation with
discontinuous coefficient that guarantees uniqueness only for the class of reversible solutions.
These results can be used to state optimality conditions for the optimal control of flows with
shocks and provide an analytical justification for the use of gradient based methods. In
particular, it turns out that the numerical scheme used to compute the adjoint state should
converge to the reversible solution in order to be consistent with the original problem. Since we
allow shift-variations of the initial data, the shift-differentiability result can be repeatedly used
over time slabs. We plan to exploit this in the design and analysis of a class of SQP methods
with time domain decomposition.

Our analysis uses structural results for the state and the stability of reversible solutions of
the adjoint equation with respect to its coefficients. This approach can formally be extended to
systems and multidimensional problems and yields a correct sensitivity and adjoint calculus if
the necessary stability properties of state and adjoint state actually hold.

The results of section 6 on the adjoint equation will be contained in a forthcoming paper.
There we will also extend results of [1] on duality solutions for the corresponding forward
problem to the case with source term which yields the correct linearization of the state equation.

We plan to use the adjoint calculus of this paper for the formulation of optimality conditions
and the analysis of gradient based methods for the optimal control of flows with shocks. For the
numerical approximation we plan to analyze which schemes for the discretization of the state
equation lead to numerical adjoint schemes that converge to the correct reversible adjoint state
thus yielding consistent gradient approximations. First results on the discretization of backward
transport equations with discontinuous coefficients and the corresponding conservative forward
problem were obtained for the case without source term by Gosse and James in the very recent
paper [14].
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Appendix. For convenience we present proofs of the existence and stability results for the
adjoint equation that we stated in section 6. They will be part of a forthcoming paper where we
will also consider measure solutions for the corresponding conservative forward problem with
source term.

One can show [1] that the generalized backward flow X satisfies

k�sXk
��

�

Db�IR
� kak�� k�tXk��IR�

�

Db

� kak�e
R
T
�
�� k�xX�s
 t� ��k� � e

R
s
t
��(12.1)

where �s� t� � Db in the last inequality. Moreover,

�s�xX�s
 t� x� � ��s��xX�s
 t� x� for a.a. s ���� T ��(12.2)

on
�
Db �IR. Thus, for arbitrary z� � z� and � � t �  � s � T

X�s
 t� z���X�s
 t� z�� � X�
 t� z���X�
 t� z�� �

Z s

�

�����X�� 
 t� z���X�� 
 t� z���d�

and hence

X�s
 t� z���X�s
 t� z�� � �X�
 t� z���X�
 t� z���e
R
s
�
� for all t �  � s � T�(12.3)

Proof of Theorem 6.7: We show first that p is well defined. Let �t� x� � �T be arbitrary.
Since z 
�� X�t
 �� z� is surjective, there is z � IR with x � X�t
 �� z�. Now (6.5) defines
the values of p on the curve �s�X�s
 �� z��, t � s � T . If z is not unique, then we get for
all �z with x � X�t
 �� �z� by (12.3) X�s
 �� �z� � X�s
 �� z� for all s � �t� T �. Hence, the
definition does not depend on the choice of z. As a simple consequence of (12.1), (6.5) we get
(6.7). Hence, there exists a unique p � L���T � satisfying (6.5). We show that p is Lipschitz-
continuous. Let z� � z� be arbitrary. Then �p�t�

def
� p�t�X�t
 �� z��� � p�t�X�t
 �� z���

satisfies �p�T � � pT �X�T 
 �� z���� pT �X�T 
 �� z��� and

d
dt�p�t� � �b�t�X�t
 �� z����p�t�� �b�t�X�t
 �� z���� b�t�X�t
 �� z����p�t�X�t
 �� z����

Thus, setting I�t� � �X�t
 �� z���X�t
 �� z��� we get for all � � ��� T �

j�p���j �

Z T

�

kb�s�k��I�s�j�p�s�j ds� jpT �X�T 
 �� z���� pT �X�T 
 �� z���j

�

Z T

�

kp�s�k��I�s�jb�s�X�s
 �� z���� b�s�X�s
 �� z���j ds�

(12.4)

Hence, we have by (12.3) with �X�t�
def
� X�t
 �� z���X�t
 �� z��

j�p���j �
�
k�xp

T k� � kbkL����T 	C����kpk�

�
e
R
T
�
��X��� � kbk�

Z T

�

j�p�s�j ds

and by Gronwall for all t � ��� T �

j�p�t�j � �X�t�
�
k�xp

T k� � kbkL����T 	C����kpk�

�
e�T�t�kbk��

R
T
t
��

This yields a uniform bound for k�xpk�. Finally, let z � IR and t�� t� � ��� T �, t� � t�, be
arbitrary then by (12.1)

jp�t��X�t�
 �� z��� p�t��X�t�
 �� z��j �

� jp�t��X�t�
 �� z��� p�t��X�t�
 �� z��j� jp�t��X�t�
 �� z��� p�t��X�t�
 �� z��j

� �kbk�kpk� � kak�k�xpk��jt� � t�j�

(12.5)

-
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Hence, p � C�����T �. Finally, p solves (6.1) a.e. in�T . In fact, for a.a. �t� x� � �t�X�t
 �� z��
in �T the Lipschitz-function p is differentiable. Moreover, since a�t� �� � BVloc�IR� for a.a. t
by the one-sided Lipschitz condition, we have a�t� x�� � a�t� x�� for a.a. �t� x� � �T and
thus from (6.4) that

�sX�t
 �� z� � a�t�X�t
 �� z��

for a.a. �t� x� � �t�X�t
 �� z��. Now the chainrule yields with (6.5) that (6.1) is satisfied for
all these �t� x�.

Since forw � C����IR� holds jwjvar � k�xwk�, we obtain by summing (12.4) for suitable
z�� � z�� � z�� � z�� � � � � that for all � � t � � � T

k�xp���k��I��� �

Z T

�

kb�s�k��I�s�k�xp�s�k��I�s� ds� k�xp
T k��I�T �

�

Z T

�

kp�s�k��I�s�k�xb�s�k��I�s� ds�

With I � I�t� and J � �X�t
 �� z�� � kak��T � t��X�t
 �� z�� � kak��T � t�� holds by
(12.1) I�s� 	 J , t � s � T , and by the Gronwall lemma follows

k�xp�t�k��I � �k�xp
T k��J � k�xbk��
t�T ��Jkpk��
t�T ��J�e

�T�t�kbk�����T 	�J(12.6)

Since p solves (6.1) a.e. in �T , we get for arbitrary � � t� � t� � T and with jIj denoting the
length of I

k�tpk��
t��t���I � kbpk��
t��t���I � kak��
t��t���I
k�xpk��
t��t���I

� �t� � t���jIjkbpk��
t��t���I
� kak��
t��t���I

k�xpkL��t��t�	L��I���
(12.7)

Now (6.8) and the asserted properties of the constant C follow directly from (6.7), (12.6),
(12.7). Moreover, we see that p � H������� T ��I� with norm not depending on �.

Proof of Theorem 6.8: Denote by X and Xn the backward flows according to Definition
6.3 for a and an, respectively. By [1] holds Xn � X in C�Db � ��R�R�� for any R � �. By
the definition of reversible solutions we have for all z � IR

pn�T�Xn�T 
 �� z�� � pTn �Xn�T 
 �� z���

d
dtpn�t�Xn�t
 �� z�� � ��bnpn��t�Xn�t
 �� z���

For the reversible solution p of (6.1) holds (6.5). Fix some R � � and consider an arbitrary
�t� x� � ��� T � � ��R�R�. Then there exist z� zn � IR with x � X�t
 �� z� � Xn�t
 �� zn�
and we have X�s
 �� z��Xn�s
 �� zn� � �R�MaT�R�MaT �

def
� J according to (12.1) for all

s � �t� T � with an upper bound Ma for kank� and kak�. Since X�s
 t� x� � X�s
 �� z� and
Xn�s
 t� x� � Xn�s
 �� z� by (6.3), we have

pn�T�Xn�T 
 t� x�� � pTn �Xn�T 
 t� x��

d
dspn�s�Xn�s
 t� x�� � ��bnpn��s�Xn�s
 t� x��� s ��t� T �

and the same holds with p�X� pT � b instead of pn�Xn� p
T
n � bn. Therefore, the difference

�pn�s�
def
� p�s�X�s
 t� x��� pn�s�Xn�s
 t� x�� satisfies

j�pn�T �j � jpT �X�T 
 t� x��� pTn �Xn�T 
 t� x��j

� kpT � pTnkC�J� � k�xp
T k��JkX �XnkC�Db�J�

D 
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and for s ��t� T �

d
ds
�pn�s� � �bn�s�Xn�s
 t� x��� b�s�X�s
 t� x���p�s�X�s
 t� x��

� bn�s�Xn�s
 t� x���pn�s��

Thus, we get with JT
def
� ��� T � � J

j�pn�s�j � TkpkC�JT �
�kbn � bkL����T 	C�J�� � k�xbk��JT

kX �XnkC�Db�J�
�

� j�pn�T �j�

Z T

s

kbnkL����T 	C�J��j�pn���j d�

and we deduce by the Gronwall lemma that

lim
n��

kp� pnkC�
��T ��
�R�R�� � ��

D 


